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i EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Crystal River 3 Nuclear Station
NRC Inspection Report 50-302/96-03

*

This integrated inspection included aspects of licensee operations,
engineering, maintenance, and plant support. The report covers a 6-weeki

1 _ period of resident inspection; in addition, it includes the results of
announced inspections by two regional radiation specialists, seven regional
reactor inspectors, a regional project engineer, and an NRR project manager.4

;

Operations

A Non-Cited Violation, 50-302/96-03-01, was identified regarding a
refueling Senior Reactor Operator who was inattentive to duty..

! (paragraph 04.1)

A Non-Cited Violation, 50-302/96-03-02, was identified for failure to
follow procedure resulting in the inadvertent actuation of pump DCP-1A.
(paragraph 04.2)

tiaintenance i

Good performance was observed for Inservice Inspection (ISI) activities
observed. All examinations were performed in a conscientious manner by
qualified personnel in accordance with procedures. Although
improvements were noted in the Inservice Inspection (ISI) program and
its implementation, further improvements are needed as evidenced by the
recent problem reports issued by the licensee in the ISI area and NRC
identified deficiencies. (paragraph M1.2 and M3.1)

One Weakness was identified in the lack of participation by all involved
,

departments in the prejob briefing for cleanout of the reactor building j
sump. (paragraph M2.1)

An Unresolved Item, 50-302/96-03-03, was identified in the area of Steam
Generator inspection in that the licensee had approved the vendor's eddy
current analysis guidelines which provided voltage and length-based
acceptance criteria rather than the Technical Specification (TS) 40%
through-wall criteria for selected eddy current examinatione.
(paragraph M3.1)

An Unresolved Item, 50-302/96-03-04, was identified regarding the
measuring of percent through wall indications with an unqualified
procedure. (paragraph M3.1)

An Unresolved Item, 50-302/96-03-05, was identified regarding eddy
current sample expansion based on degraded tube percentages. (paragraph
M3.1)
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An Unresolved Item, 50-302/96-03-06, was identified for removing the
seismic supports on safety related instrument tubing without approved
work instructions. (paragraph M4.2)

Enaineerina

In the areas reviewed, modification records and installations were
adequate and safety concerns were adequately addressed with the,

| exception of three design control unresolved items. (paragraph El.1)
!

| Examples of a weakness in 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations was identified.
; (paragraph El.1)

A weakness in design control was identified in that the Enhanced Design
'

Basis Document contained errors. .(paragraph El.1)
|

An Unresolved Item, 50-302/96-03-07, was identified regarding three;

( examples of design control errors. The errors included incorrect design
inputs for battery charger and 4160/480 volt transformer modifications
and failure to update a drawing and the ISI program following a

; modification 12 years ago. (paragraph El.1)

An Unresolved Item, 50-302/96-03-08, was identified regarding|

incorrectly specified degraded voltage for the battery chargers.
(paragraph El.1)'

The licensee's full flow validation test of the Emergency Core Cooling
| System (ECCS) was considered a strength, and it demonstrated that under

the most limiting accident conditions the ECCS pumps are unlikely to.
cavitate. (paragraph E2.1)

i An Unresolved Item, 50-302/96-03-09, was identified regarding the
failure of the licensee to updata operating curves in a timely manner to
reflect the 1981 power uprate. (paragraph E2.4)

The licensee's 10 CFR 50.59 program generally followed the industry'si

guidance document, NSAC-125, Gui<ielines for 10 CFR 50.59 Safety
i Evaluations, however, weaknesses were identified in the area of
I procedures aad in their implementation. The licensee's 10 CFR 50.59

program had numerous weaknesses. There were multiple examples of poorly
i executed 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations. (paragraph E3.1)

L An Unresolved Item, 50-302/96-03-10, was identified regarding failure of
' the licensee to initiate a problem report to document and disposition

~

the failure of a surveillance test. As shown by testing, the licensee's
corrective actions were adequate to restore the control room caergency
ventilation system to within its design basis. (paragraph E8.1)

| The licensee adequately performed a visual inspection of the reactor
; building tendons. (paragraph E8.2)
i

__
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An Inspector Followup Item, 50-302/96-03-15, was identified regarding
the licensee's revised TS Bases and related 10 CFR 50.59 analysis for
modified high pressure injection flow indicators. (paragraph El.1)

An Inspector Followup Item, 50-302/96-03-16, was identified regarding
the review of MAR 96-02-09-01, High Pressure Injection Flow Indicators
installation package and functional testing results. (paragraph El.1)

Plant Support.

A Violation, 50-302/96-03-11, was identified concerning failure to
follow Radiation Work Permit requirements. (paragraph R1.1)

The radiation protection program was adequately managed and internal and
external exposure control programs were effectively implemented with all
radiation exposures within 10 CFR Part 20 limits. (paragraph RI.1)

Strong management commitment for the ALARA program was not evident with
the licensee's cancellation of 0 :ns to remove certain chemical source1

term reduction procedures, eng 22-ing controls, from the RIO outage
schedule. (paragraph RI.2)

A potential generic NRC concern regarding the testing of nuclear-grade
activated carbon used for radioiodine filtration in the CREVS was
determined to be not applicable at the licensee's facility.
(paragraph R2.3)

A Violation, 50-302/96-03-12, was identified for failure to report the
transport of a radioactively contaminated individual offsite.
(paragraph R4.2)

A follow-up evaluation of issues associated with the Technical Support
Center emergency ventilation system determined that all technical
concerns related to operability during adverse radiological conditions
had been resolved by the licensee. (paragraph P2).

A Violation, 50-302/96-03-13, was identified for unescorted visitor
personnel within the protected area. (paragraph S1.1)

An Inspector Followup Item, 50-302/96-03-14, was identified regarding
the need to clarify the Security Plan for badge display. (paragraph
S4.1)

|
,
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Report Details

! Summary of Plant Stalyi

| At the beginning of this reporting period, Unit 3 was shutdown, with all
of the fuel offloaded from the core. The unit remained shutdown during'

| this assessment period. At the end of this reporting period, the unit
' was in mode 5 in shutdown cooling with RCS temperature at 90"F and a

steam bubble in the pressurizer.

I.0Derations

01 Conduct of Operations
,

t

| 01.1 Core Unload and Reload (71707)

The licensee began unloading the core on March 5, 1996, and completed
the unload on March 9, 1996. The inspectors witnessed portions of the
unload and noted no problems. The core reload began on March 23, 1996,

i and was completed on March 27, 1996. The inspectors witnessed portions
of the reload and reviewed related documentation. See paragraph 04.1
for the description of a licensee identified problem with the core
reload.

02 Operational Status of Facilities and Equipment'

02.1 Reduced Reactor Coolant System Inventorv Operation

a. Insoection Scope (60705)

The inspectors reviewed the plants operational practices and
implementation for reduced reactor vessel inventory and midloop
operations, to assure that provisions addressed in GL 88-17 are
addressed in a safe and reliable manner.

b. Observations and Findinas

In preparation for the 10R refueling outage, which began on February 16,
1996, when the reactor trip breakers were opened, the inspectors
reviewed the licensee's administrative controls for operation of the RCS
in reduced inventory and midloop conditions. Licensee procedure, AI-
504, Guidelines for Mode 5 Outages and Reduced Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) Inventory Operations, Revision 7, contains the following
definitions:

Reduced Reactor Vessel Inventory - A reduced RCS inventory
| condition when the level in the vessel is <132 feet.
;

| Midloop Operations - A reduced RCS inventory condition when the
level in the reactor vessel is <129 feet, 6 inches.

'

The reactor vessel level of 132 feet is three feet below the reactor
vessel flange and a reactor vessel level of 129 feet, 6 inches is the

,
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top _of the flow area of the hot legs at the junction with the reactor
vessel. Both of these definitions agree with GL 88-17 definitions.

Al-504, paragraphs 4.3.6 and 4.2.3, require, in reduced reactor vessel
level operation, the equipment hatch will be normally maintained in the'

closed (unbolted) position, except when required to be open for
equipment movement to and from the RB. The procedure also requires that
maintenance personnel should be available at all times to install the
equipment hatch. Licensee procedure, SP-301, Shutdown Daily
Surveillance Log, requires that when in reduced reactor vessel level
operation, RCS temperature be recorded hourly, using one incore
temperature, if available, or DHP suction temperature, if the incore is
not available. SP-301 requires that reactor vessel level be recorded
every 15 minutes when in reduced reactor vessel inventory conditions.
AI-504 requires that in addition to the normal decay heat removal
system, that at least two available means of adding inventory to the
vessel, be present when the vessel level is below 132 feet. During

.

.

' '

reduced reactor vessel inventory conditions, Al-504 requires that one
five inch primary handhole be removed from each steam generator or an

'

opening, other than on the pressurizer, equivalent to seven inches in
diameter exists and is capable of relieving RCS pressure to the RB.

Enclosure 1 to AI-504 delineates the electrical power supply
requirements for all modes of reduced inventory operations. The primary
power sourcc- J. ekfeed from the 500 kV switchyard) and one alternate 230
Kv power source (from either the offsite transformer or the backup ES
transformer) should be available at all times. In this condition, only
one operable EGDG is acceptable.

The first reduced inventory condition during the 10R refueling outage
was established on February 26, 1996. During this period, the hot leg
nozzle dams were installed. This condition was exited on February 28,
1996. During this condition, the inspectors verified that all required
conditions, as described above, were being complied with. The second
period of reduced reactor vessel inventory was established on April 3,
1996, to allow for the removal of the hot leg nozzle dams. The
inspectors verified that all procedural requirements were complied with
during this condition. Normal water levels were restored on April 7,
1996,

c. Conclusions
,

The licensee's program and procedural controls for reduced inventory
operations were adequate. No violations or deviations were observed.

. _ _ _ _ . - . _. . . . _ - .
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03 Operations Procedures and Documentation

03.1 Jechnical Adeauacy of Procedures

a. Inspection Scope (71707. 40500)

The purpose of this inspection was to verify that the technical adequacy
of procedures was consistent with desired actions and to determine the
status of the licensee's procedural guidance and training with respect
to operation of the MUT.

b. Observations and Findinos

The in:;pector reviewed the following operations procedures:

AI-210 Conduct of Operations For Nuclear Shift Managers, Rev 1,
dated 6/16/95

AI-400C New Procedures and Procedural Change Process, Rev 17, dated
12/8/95

AI-500 Conduct of Operations, Rev 87, dated 1/18/96
01-09 Operations Procedures, Rev 00, dated 12/13/95
01-31 Self Checking and Questioning Attitude, Rev 00, dated

12/15/95
OP-103B Plant Operating Curves, Rev 16, dated 2/6/96

l

The inspector concluded that the procedures were technically adequate. !

While previous revisions of the AI procedures were vague in some areas, '

the current revisions significantly improved the guidance to operators.
.

Procedure Al-500 was completely revised by incorporating much of the l
information it previously contained into a set of new procedures, i

Operating Instructions (01). These new procedures have more narrowly
defined when procedures are required to be used, alarm response
expectations, and exceeding operating limits. OP-103B has been revised
to include instructions on the annunciator alarm, the computer alarm,
and that the design limit curve is based on instrument error for
pressure and level as read from MU-14-LIR, the MUT pressure and level
recorder. This is the normal recorder utilized by the operators to
verify operation in the preferred region of curves 8A, 88, and 8C. AI-
4000 has been revised to define when procedures are required and what
constitutes an infrequently performed test or evolution. AI-210 has
been revised to include additional guidance on the relationship between
the shift manager and the shift supervisor.

Alarm response timing has been discussed with the operating shifts. |

However, no tiine limits have been established for responding to an
alarm. Operator training and discussions have established priorities
for responding to alarms.

The procedural system still allows sections of procedures to be utilized
for various evolutions. Examples 4 this would be surveillance
procedures that perform surveillance on more than one instrument or
operating procedures like OP-402 Make-up and Purification System. This
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procedure has various sections for different evolutions such as startup;

! of the system, MUT venting, system feed and bleed, and system shutdown.
I The inspector concluded that this was appropriate as a standard

practice in the industry.

| A workshop on procedural use expectations was conducted during cycle 1
' requalification training. This workshop included discussions on when

procedures were and were not required to be used. Examples were
discussed to further emphasize procedural usage expectations.

| c. Conclusions

No violations or deviations were identified.

j 04 Operator Knowledge and Performance

! 04.1 Refuelina SR0 Inattentive To Duty (71707)
!

On the evening of March 25, 1996 the licensee received a PC that
| contained an employee concern that the refueling SR0 that was on duty
| during fuel movement on the morning and afternoon of that same day was
! inattentive to duty. The licensee suspended the subject SR0 from

licensed duties pending a full investigation. A licensee event
investigation team was established and the team issued a report on March
28, 1996. The licensee's investigation team concluded that the
refueling area supervisor (the subject SR0) did not position himself to
.see the fuel enterir g the co,e and did not actively verify. the location
was empty for the moved fuel fe,r at least some of the fuel movement
operations on March 25, 1996 and was therefore was inattentive to his
duties to directly supervise core alterations. The licensee
administrative 1y restricted the SR0 from licensed duties and notified

,

| the NRC by letter that the SR0's license would be withdrawn effective
April 3, 1996.

TS 5.6.1, Procedures, requires written procedures be established,
implemented, and maintained covering activities recommended in
Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, Appendix A, February 1978.
Regulatory Guide 1.33, Appendix A, recommends procedures covering
refueling and core alterations.

Procedure FP-203, Defueling and Refueling Operations, Revision 36,
paragraph 3.4.3.2, Refueling Area Supervisor, states in part that the
refueling area supervisor must hold an SR0 license and shall directly
supervise (from the refueling floor or top of the D rings) all core
alterations associated with defuel or refuel activities and shall
maintain direct communications with the Control Center Refueling
Operator. Paragraph 4.4, Fuel Movement in Reactor Building For

: Refueling, states in aart that the Refueling Area Supervisor, or his
: designated spotter, siould verify the mast is indexed over the proper

location and that the location is empty prior to attempting to insert<

: the fuel assembly. The failure of the refueling area supervisor on
| March 25, 1996 to verify that the mast was indexed over the proper
|

. - . ._.
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location and that the location was empty prior to inserting the fuel
assemblies is a violation of TS 5.6.1. This licensee identified and
corrected violation is being treated as a Non-Cited Violation consistent
with Section VII.B.I.of the NRC Enforcement Policy. This violation is
identified as NCV 50-302/96-03-01, Refueling SR0 inattentive to duty.

04.2 Inadvertent ES Actuation (71707. 92901)

On April 14, 1996, during the performance of SP-358C, Operations ES
Monthly Automatic Actuation Logic Functional Test #3, an improper switch
alignment resulted in the auto start of decay heat closed cycle cooling
pump DCP-1A.

While performing step 4.1.4.3.15, which requires the operator to place
the ES A HPI Auto Test - Grp 3 switch to off, the operator placed the ES
A HPI Auto Test Select switch to off. The ES A HPI Auto Test - Grp 3
switch places a test signal on the group 3 logic circuitry. The ES A
HPI Auto Test Select switch in the group 3 position bypasses the
automatic start function on the group 3 system during a test. Returning
the ES A HPI Auto Test Select switch to the off position while the ES A
HPI Auto Test - Grp 3 switch was in the on position, removed the bypass
on the start circuitry and allowed the DCP-1A to automatically start.

DCP-1A~provides cooling water to the DH heat exchangers. The automatic
initiation of this pump initiated cooling water flow to the heat
exchangers, but did not initiate any other actions.

At 4:31 p.m., on April 14, 1996, the licensee made a notification per
10 CFR 50.72 (EN 30286), concerning the inadvertent automatic initiation
of an ES system.

The licensee performed a human performance evaluation on the event and
concluded that the primary cause of the event was the lack of proper
STAR (Stop, Think, Act, Review) principles during the performance of the
task. Disciplinary actions have been taken against the reactor
operator. Contributory factors included the similarity in the names of !

the switches, even though they provide different functions. The |

licensee is evaluating possible procedural enhancements to address the
contributory factors.

The inspectors reviewed the HPES report and interviewed the involved
control room personnel. The conclusions reached by the inspectors agree
with the conclusions reached by licensee management in the HPES report.

TS 5.6.1.1, Procedures, requires that written procedures shall be
established, implemented, and maintained covering activities recommended
in Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, Appendix A, February 1978, which
include procedures for each surveillance listed in TS. SR 3.3.7.1,
Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Automatic Actuation Logic,
requires that a automatic actuation logic channel functional test be
performed on a 31 day frequency on a staggered test basis. The operator
failed to follow the procedure, as written, that implements this
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| surveillance requirement. This licensee identified and corrected
| violation is being treated as a Non-Cited Violation consistent with

Section VII.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy. This violation is
identified as NCV 50-302/96-03-02, Failure to follow procedure resulting
in the inadvertent initiation of pump DCP-1A.

05 Operator Training and Qualification

05.1 Operator Trainina in Response to Unauthorized Tests

a. Insoection Scone (71707)

The inspectors reviewed operator training conducted by the. licensee to
address safety concerns related to unauthorized tests conducted by
operators in September 1994. This included both review of training
records and interviews of operators. The issue was documented
previously by .the NRC as EEI 50-302/95-22-02, two examples of-
unauthorized tests / experiments during which the plant was operated in a
nonconservative manner outside the acceptable operating region without a i
safety evaluation.- i

b. Observations and Findinas |
<

The inspectors found that the licensee had conducted appropriate
operator training in 1995 and in early 1996. Instruction was conducted 1

during the licensed operator requalification training by the Operations
Manager and his assistant. The Training Department maintained records
of operator attendance, but maintained no records of information
covered. The individuals who conducted the training were able to show
the inspectors their personal records of information covered. The
inspectors noted that such records would more appropriately be
maintained by the Training Department to assure future retrievability.

In interviews with three licensed R0s and one licensed SRO, the
inspectors found that all were aware of the potential for conducting
unauthorized tests. They responded to example situations provided by
the inspectors that they would check with appropriate personnel to
ensure that the described evolutions would not be considered
unauthorized tests. None of the operators interviewed were able to
demonstrate proficiency in using the licensee's procedures to determine
if the evolutions were unauthorized tests; however, all were aware of
the procedures and the requirement for using them and were aware of the
need to consult management before conducting evolutions,

c. Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that operators had been trained to question
whether a proposed evolution might be an unauthorized test. Also,
operators were aware of licensee procedures for determining whether a
proposed evolution was an unauthorized test. However, operators were

| unable to demonstrate proficiency using the procedures. EEI 50-302/95-
| 22-02 remains open.

-- -, - . - -. -, . . . . . . - - - -
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II. Maintenance

M1 Conduct of Maintenance

M1.1 Maintenance Activities

a. Inspection Scope (62703. 92903)

The inspectors observed / reviewed portions of selected maintenance
activities as detailed below to determine if these activities were
conducted in accordance with TSs, the FSAR, approved procedures, and '

appropriate industry codes and standards,

b. Observations and Findinas 1

Prior to the outage, Problem Report 95-0241 identified a leak in the -

buried portion of the safety-related 1-1/2" EFW recirculation line. The
safety-related 8" EFW Pump suction line and other non safety-related
lines are buried in the same trench as the recirculation line. During
the outage, the trench was opened (WR NU 0332180 - Excavate Berm to
Allow QC Inspection of EFW Suction and Recirculation Lines) to inspect
and repair both the recirculation and suction lines, as well as the non '

safety-related lines in the trench. The 1-1/2" recirculation line was
found to be extensively damaged by corrosion. The corrosion mechanism
was determined to be a galvanic phenomenon. Although the coating was q
damaged on the 8" EFW safety-related line and the non safety-related
lines, only the 1-1/2" EFW recirculation line exhibited any evidence of
Corrosion.

|
The 1-1/2" EFW recirculation line was being replaced and the coatings
repaired on the other lines. The galvanic corrosion was attributed to
the lack of dielectric separation. To preclude future problems, flanges
were being added to dielectrically insulate the underground pipe. In ;

addition, anodes were being added to further aid in galvanic corrosion
protection.

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's evaluation of the problem and the
corrective actions being taken. In addition, the condition of the 8"
EFW line was observed and the QC inspection results reviewed.

c. Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that the licensee's corrective actions for a
galvanic protection problem with the EFW piping were appropriate.

M1.2 Inservice Inspection

a. Inspection Scoce (73753. 92702)

The inspectors reviewed documents and records as indicated below to
verify that ISI was being conducted in accordance with applicable
procedures, regulatory requirements, and licensee commitments.
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Requirements for ISI of the RCS pressure boundary are specified in
Sections 1.4.36 and 4.4.1 of the FSAR. The applicable code for ISI is
the ASME B&PV Code, Section XI, 1983 Edition with Addenda through Summer
1983 with the extent of examinations of class 1 and 2 pipe welds
determined by the requirements of the 1974 Edition with Addenda through
the Summer 1975. The second 10-Year interval ends March 14, 1997. The
licensee submitted the ISI plan for the second interval on February 9,
1988, with additional information provided on June 7, 1991. The SER was
issued April 13, 1992. All Relief Requests, with the exception of those
issued in 1995, have been either, approved, or determined not to need
approval, by the NRC. The 5 relief requests submitted in 1995 are in
various stages of review by the NRC.

b. Observations and Findinas

The inspectors observed work activities, reviewed NDE personnel
qualification records, reviewed certification records of NDE
equipment / materials, and reviewed program and procedure documents as
detailed below.

(1) Liquid Penetrant Examination (PT)

The inspectors observed the in-process PT examination of the welds
listed below. Observations were compared with the inspection attributes
of the applicable procedure and the ASME B&PV Code to verify the
performance of an acceptable examination.

Examinations Observed

ISO /DWG FIGURE NO. SYSTEM

SK-1AC.4 Bl.5.1.44 Reactor Coolant (CRDM
Housing welds)

i

SK-11.1 B4.1.53 High Pressure Injection

SK-1AC.12 B5.6.01 Reactor Coolant Pump
Casing

SK-1AC.12 B5.6,02 Reactor Coolant Pump
Casing

(2) Magnetic Particle (MT) Examination

The inspectors observed in-process MT examination of the welds listed
below. The observations were compared with the inspection attributes of
the applicable procedure and the ASME B&PV Code to verify the
performance of acceptable examinations.
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Examinations Observed

ISO /DWG FIGURE NO. SYSTEM

SK-15.1 B4.5.192 Reactor Coolant

SK-15.1 B4.5.209 Reactor Coolant

(3) Ultrasonic (UT) Examination i

The inspectors observed portions of the in-process UT examinations of !
the welds listed below. The observations were compared with the
inspection attributes of the applicable prccedure and the ASME B&PV Code

i
to verify the performance of acceptable exari:inations.

Examinations Observed i

ISO /DWG FIGURE NO. SYSTEM

SK-15.1 B4.5.192 Reactor Coolant

SK-1AC.2 Bl.3.1A and B Reactor Vessel

SK-1AC.2 Bl.2.3 Reactor Vessel

SK-1AC.1 Bl.1.6 Reactor Vessel
|

SK-1AC.2 Bl.2.1 Reactor Vessel |

SK-1AC.1 Bl.4.5A and B Reactor Vessel

In addition, the inspectors reviewed with the Level III Examiner the
evaluation and disposition of indications in nozzle to reactor vessel
welds 25 (Bl.4.6A), 21 (Bl.4.5A), and 17 (Bl.4.4A). All indications
were found to be acceptable.

(4) Personnel Qualifications

The inspectors reviewed Framatome personnel qualification documentation,
as indicated below for examiners who performed the examinations detailed
in paragraph M1.1 above, to verify compliance with Code requirements.

EXAMINER RECORDS REVIEWED

Method Level NUMBER

PT I 1

PT II 3

MT II 2

UT II 10
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In addition, qualification records for two Level III Examiners were
,

review s. ;

(5) Equipment Certification Records
]

| Equipment / material certification records, as listed below, for
equipment / materials used in the inspections detailed in paragraphs (1),
(2), and (3) above were reviewed to ensure compliance with applicable
requirements.

Eauipment Tvoe Ec uipment
Ic entification

Penetrant Cleaner Batch 93M04P
! Penetrant Batch 93E04K
j Penetrant Developer Batch 93J03P

,

MT Powder Batch 890049 l
| UT Transducer DB 32274
' UT-Transducer DB 32968

,

UT Couplant Batch 094011
UT Scope Serial # 12102

'In addition, calibration / certification records were reviewed for a
sample of transducers, remote pulsers, power supplies, and Accusonex '

| Data Acquisition Systems for the URSULA Manipulator inspection of the
reactor vessel welds.

(6) Resolution of UT Indication in Pressurizer Surge Nozzle Weld

As noted in NRC Inspection Report 50-302/95-03, during RF0 9, a UT
indication was identified in the pressurizer surge nozzle-to-lower head
weld that did not meet the allowable flaw size of Table IWB-3512.1 of
ASME Section XI. Fracture mechanics analysis was performed to show
acceptability of the flaw. During the current outage, additional UT
inspections were performed indicating the indication actually met size
requirements without fracture analysis. .In addition to the standard UT
technique with the original transducer, the flaw was also evaluated
using a focused transducer. The standard technique with the original

|
- transducer showed the indication to be acceptable. The focused

transducer indicated that the indication is probably smaller than
determined with the standard transducer. In addition to the UT
evaluations, the licensee performed other evaluations to determine the
nature of the flaw and why the indication was sized larger during the.
last outage. Based on discussions with licensee personnel and review of
data, the following summarizes licensee's evaluations:

| - The indication is in the mid-wall area of the weld and has a UT
signature indicative of slag.'

- Original radiographic (RT) film and fabrication records were
reviewed. The weld received several repairs during original
construction. The 20 year old RT film type and the RT technique

|

. . - - , , - - . -- - - - - - - - _ . - . - . . . . _, .-
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; were not conducive to identifying small fabrication defects. The
; construction code allowed small areas of elongated slag.

; A review of the previous ISI inspection history revealed that the-

indication was not identified in the original PSI or the first ISI;

inspection. During the RF0 9 inspection, a smaller transducer,

shoe and a transducer with a larger beam spread was used,,

resulting in more sound energy in the area in question. Due to
the configuration, this difference in transducers could explaini

; why the indication was not identified in the first two
j inspections.

? - The following. factors were considered to contribute to the fact
! that the indication was measured considerably larger during RF0 9
{ than the current inspection:
I

j. The inspection was performed in a very harsh environment (very
high radiation).

) Because of.the access restrictions (overhead underneath the
! pressurizer), the examiner had to perform the examination in a
; very restricted and awkward position.

The geometry (intersection of the 10" nozzle-with the dome shaped
i bottom head) makes direction orientation of the transducer very
{ critical for sizing indications when scanning perpendicular to the
j weld.

; Based on the harsh environment, access restrictions, and the
! geometry hindrances, repeatability of UT results is very
i difficult.

!

j The RF0 9 inspection was performed by one Level II examiner with
; no followup by a Level III examiner to evaluate the true nature of
; the flaw.

!~ Based on the above evaluations, including the additional UT inspections,
'

the licensee concluded that the indication was caused by a manufacturing
^

flaw (present since original construction of the pressurizer) less than
i ASME Code allowable in size. The fracture mechanics analysis, based on
1 a larger flaw size than was actually present, provides additional

assurance that the indication was. acceptable for service.,

i
Based on review of the UT data and the licensee's evaluation, thei

inspectors concluded that the acceptability of the indication has been
adequately resolved. However, failure to perform additional evaluations
after original indication identification by the Level Il cxaminer

. indicates a weakness in dispositioning of ISI identified indications.
.f This area was strengthened during the current outage by using an
; independent Level III examiner to evaluate identified indications.

4

q'

!
2

i
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; (7) ISI Program and Procedure Review

In conjunction with observation of the above ongoing ISI activities, the
inspectors reviewed the following documents related to the ISI program:
- FPC NEPs

301, Revision 0 302, Revision 0
303, Revision 0 304, Revision 0,

305, Revision 0 306, Revision 0e
'

307, Revision 0

| - 1996 Inservice Examination Manual For Florida Power Corporation
Crystal River Unit 3, Fuel Outage 10

,

- Framatome Administrative Procedures

ISI-1, Revision 8 ISI-2, Revision 8,

ISI-3, Revision 1 ISI-20, Revision 16
ISI-21, Revision 17 ISI-22, Revision 16
ISI-25, Revision 18 ISI-61, Revision 21
ISI-62, Revision 6 54-ISI-069-21

- Review of NDE Procedures
;
' ISI-80, Revision 21, Maintenance of Nondestructive Examination-

Equipment,

, - ISI-240, Revision 32, Penetrant Examination of Welds and Base
Materials, Including Studs and Nuts

- ISI-270, Revision 29, Wet or Dry Methods of Magnetic Particle
Examination of Welds, Studs, Bolts and Pump Fly Wheels

- ISI-362, Revision 11, Identification and Layout of Welds and
System Components

3

; - ISI-182, Revision 2, Ultrasonic Examination of Reactor Coolant
Piping Welds Joining Similar and Dissimilar Materials

- 54-ISI-106-04, Procedure for the Remote Ultrasonic Examination of
$ Reactor Vessel and Associated Piping Welds Using the URSULA

Manipulator and the Accusonex Acquisition and Analysis System

(8) Program Improvements

During the last'RF0, the NRC identified a violation with several
' examples in the area of ISI. In addition, a number of weaknesses were

identified in the ISI activities reviewed. During the current outage,-

the inspectors noted the following improvements made in licensee
controls of ISI in response to previous inspection findings:

;

, . ,. -. - - _ -- - .
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An independent Level III Examiner was hired for the current outage-

to provide daily audit and overview of contractor activities.

. A new set of higher level administrative procedures have been-

issued for the control of ISI, including better controls of
licensee approvals of contractor personnel and equipment
qualifications / certifications for all NDE activities, including
Eddy Current (ET) examinations.

- A program is being developed for administering performance
demonstration examinations for ET. A specific performance
demonstration test has been developed and administered to primary
and secondary analysts for the current outage.

QAP 14 has been revised to provide guidance for surveillance of-

contractor activates by QC.

- Storage and preservation of UT calibration blocks has been
significantly improved.

- Independent second party analysis of ET data is now being
performed.

The ISI program has been revised to provide better controls for-

identifying and processing indications that require reporting to
the NRC.

c. Conclusions

Good performance was observed for ISI activities observed. All
examinations were performed in a conscientious manner by qualified
personnel in accordance with procedures. Although improvements were

#

noted in the ISI program and its implementation, further improvements
are needed as evidenced by NRC identified deficiencies in OSTG Tube
inspections (see paragraph M3.1). One noteworthy improvement was the
use of an independent Level III Examiner for the outage.

No violations or deviations were identified.

M2 Maintenance and Material Condition of Facilities and Equipment

M2.1 RB Sump Cleanout

a. Insoection Scope (62703)

The inspectors reviewed and observed job preparations and implementation
of the cleaning of the reactor building sump.

b. Observations and Findinas

On April 12, 1996, the inspectors witnessed the performance of WR
NU 0327599, the draining and cleancut of the reactor building sump.

. .. . ..
.

.

.

,
.
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The inspectors attended the prejob briefing, on April 11, 1996, and
observed good interaction between the facility services and the
radiation protection personnel. Other key players for the task, such as
operations, engineering, and I&C were not present at the prejob
briefing. This lack of participation on this important task is a
weakness.

The inspectors accompanied the facility services and systems engineer
into the reactor building and observed the actual cleaning of the sump.
The personnel established a FME area around the sump area, and strictly
controlled materials passing through the area. Following completion of ;

pump down and clean out of the sump, the inspectors examined the sump |

and determined that it had been thoroughly cleaned. The inspectors
witnessed the technicians replace the covers over the sump and bolt them
into place. Following the completion of the cleaning, the licensee i

maintained the area as a FME area, covering the sumps until final !
cleanup of the reactor building. ;

1

c. Conclusions

No violations or deviations were identified. One weakness was I

identified in the lack of participation by all involved departments in |
the task's prejob briefing.

M3 Maintenance Procedures and Documentation

M3.1 OTSG Tube Inspection

a. Inspection Scope (7375J1

The UFSAR descriptions of the OTSGs are included in Section 4.2.2.2,
which provides a general description, and Section 4.3.4, which describes
Research and Development in sub-section 4.3.4.1, and Stress Evaluation
in sub-section 4.3.4.2. The Stress Evaluation provides a discussion on
the margin on tube wall thinning that can be tolerated to prevent
collapse of the tube during a postulated condition of a break in the RCS
pressure boundary, and also provides a discussion about localized pits
or cavities which are postulated to contribute to tube leaks prior to
tube collapse.

The requirements for the OTSG surveillance are provided as an augmented
ISI program in Section 5.6.2.10 of the Crystal River TS. Sub-Section
5.6.2.10.4 of the TS provides acceptance criteria for OTSG inspections
which are based on a reduction in the wall thickness of the inspected
tube. With this bases a tube with a wall thickness reduction of 20% to
39% is defined as degraded, and a reduction of 40% or greater defined as
defective, which must be plugged or sleeved.

During the previous 0TSG inspection, Refueling Outage 9R, NRC issued a
CAL to provide one-time acceptance criteria for indications similar to
those that were confirmed by tube pulls during the 8R OTSG inspections.
The acceptance in the CAL was based on voltage for bobbin coil

i

|
!
I
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inspections and on indication length for RPC inspections. The CAL also
confirmed that additional tube pulls would be made during 9R, and that
after completion of the analysis of the 9R inspection data and tube
pulls, a proposed license amendment would be submitted to provide
appropriate acceptance criteria for future inspections.

The proposed license amendment was submitted on May 31, 1995, and was
the subject of a number of communiques between NRC and the licensee
culminating in a meeting in mid-February 1996, when the licensee was
informed that the license amendment could not be approved prior to the
Spring 1996 10R. At that point the licensee was left with only the TS,
wall-thickness based, acceptance criteria for the augmented ISI of the
OTSG tubes.

b. Observations and Findinas

On March 12, 1996, during a review of licensee approved, " Crystal River
Unit 3 10R Steam Generator Eddy Current Data Analysis Guidelines"
prepared by Framatome Technologies Incorporated, the inspectors noted
that the guidelines contained voltage-based acceptance criteria for some
bobbin coil inspections, and length-based acceptance criteria for RPC 1

inspections, as discussed below.

Data Analysis Guidelines

In reviewing the Crystal River Data Analysis Guidelines, the inspector
noted a reference to a classification of an ?ddy current signal as a BVT
indication. A BVT indication is one found in the first span (LTS to
O1S) with a bobbin probe which produces a voltage response of less than
0.70 Vpp. At the time of the inspection, the Crystal River TS did not
include a voltage-based repair criteria. In addition, Attachment 4 to
the analysis guidelines, Indication Reporting Flow Chart for Babbin
Probe Technique, provides the disposition path for indications
identified with the bobbin probe for the data analysts. The attachment
specifies a voltage criterion for first span indications.

In order for the voltage repair criterion included in the data analysis
guidelines to be in compliance with the Crystal River plugging limits,
the voltage repair limit would have to ensure that indications with
bobbin coil voltage amplitudes below the voltage limit have a depth less
than the 40-percent through-wall. (Eddy current voltage amplitude may
provide some indication of degradation depth for specific modes of
volumetric tube wall loss; for example, voltage is currently used as a
means to measure the depth of wear indications at the tube support
plates.) Previous attempts by the licensee to correlate voltage and
depth at a high confidence level for IGA degradation have been
unsuccessful. The inspector concluded that the implementation of a
voltage-based repair criterion into the data analysis guidelines was
inconsistent with the requirements in TS 5.6.2.10.

As described in Attachment 4 of the data analysis guidelines, distorted
bobbin signals are assigned a NQI code. Attachment 5, NQI/ADI
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Disposition Flow Chart, outlines the procedure for dispositioning NQIs
and ADI. The inspector identified that the flow chart permitted
criteria specified a means to classify a tube as degraded using length
and width measurements as determined from an inspection with a MRPC
probe. The inspector recognized that the length-width acceptance
criteria for dispositioning a tube as acceptable.were inconsistent with
the requirements in TS 5.6.2.10.8. Dimensional limits would not ensure
that degradation was less than the 40-percent plugging limit.

In reviewing the disposition flow chart for NQIs and ADIs, the inspector
identified several decision areas with an undefined resolution path.
Specifically, there were no criteria for dispositioning indications that
undergo further evaluation by the senior, or lead, analyst and FPC
engineering. Based on the possible resolution paths such indications
could be dispositioned as either repairable or non-repairable. The
inspector discussed this issue with the licensee noting that the
apparent lack of clarity in the disposition flow chart could allow for
flexibility in defining what constitutes a defective tube. Although no
indications were identified during the data review that were improperly
dispositioned, the inspector noted that the flow chart in Attachment 5
could be improved to minimize the potential for incorrectly resolving
eddy current indications.

The data analysis guidelines, Section 9.3, Calibration Checks, specified
the acceptable tolerances for periodic calibration checks of both bobbin
and MRPC probes. The ASME Code requires a calibration check for
inspection probes every four hours. A bobbin probe calibration
establishes specific phase angle and voltage amplitudes for signals from
a reference standard. The guidelines specify il volt and 13* acceptance
criteria for bobbin coil probes. As stated in Section 9.3, the purpose
of the tolerance checks is to determine whether data acquired between
calibration checks is acceptable.

An inspection probe could become out of tolerance due to changes to the
acquisition setup or from physical deterioration of the probe. Bobbin
probe wear has been shown to introduce additional error in the eddy
current data. The inspector noted that bobbin coil probe wear is
detectable at a much lower voltage tolerance than the specification in
the Crystal River data analysis guidelines. Therefore, the use of a il
volt tolerance on the bobbin voltage response may not provide an early
indication of probe wear. The inspector concluded that the bobbin probe
phase angle tolerance criterion alone should provide an adequate means
to assess the calibration of the probe; however, the voltage tolerance
could be reduced to improve the ability to detect increased probe wear.

Licensee approval of analysis guidelines.

When the findings from the review of the data analysis guidelines were
discussed with the licensee, the inspectors were provided with a copy of
the documentation package which provided the justification for the
licensee's acceptance of the guidelines. This document had a stated,

| - purpose to approve vendor procedures for use in analysis and disposition

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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of eddy current indications during RF10. The licensee's approval
documentation is in the form of a series of questionnaires designed to

,

guide the preparer, and ensure that proper reviews are conducted and i
concurrences are received. l

During the review of the licensee's procedure approval documentation
package the inspector noted the following problems:

a. The " Criteria To Be Applied To Eddy Current Indications By
,

Analysis Guidelines" contained a bobbin coil acceptance criteria !
which involved a threshold of 0.7 volts, and an RPC acceptance '

criteria of 0.25" for axial indications and 0.6" for
circumferential indications. i

b. The approval documentation referenced TSCR No. 203 (which was !
previously denied by the NRC) as technical justification for the ;
acceptance criteria,

c. The approval documentation referenced, and included a copy of, the i
CAL for 9R to purport that the NRC staff is in agreement with the !

technical justifications provided.
*
.

! d. The approval documentation had a No answer to the Enclosure 6
i review question: "Does this change what is described in any of

the following plans / programs? Steam Generator Tube Surveillance 4

Program".

1 e. The approval documentation had a No answer to the 10 CFR 50.59
. Screening question: "Does this affect or change the Improved
| Technical Specifications or their bases?

.

\ The use of a detailed check sheet format is designed to ensure that a
reviewer / preparer consider all aspects of an item under review or,

preparation. This includes the consideration that appropriate people.

(i.e., Operations, Nuclear Licensing, etc.) are included in the
.

review / concurrence of the final document. The checking of No or NA fort

all questions in the questionnaire, including the one cited in d. above,
appears to be a non-conservative decision which limited the review to

)- the technical sponsors of the document prior to presentation for PRC and
j- DNP0 review.

In examples b. and c. above, the references to TSCR No. 203 (which had
! not been accepted by NRC) and the CAL provided for 9R (which was self-
: limited to 9R by the requirement to provide a license amendment by May

31, 1995) as technical justification for the approval of the eddy
! current analyst guidelines kept the focus of the review in the technical
j arena, thereby minimizing the legal issue of the supplementing the TS.
4

j The voltage and length-based acceptance criteria, cited in a. above, are
not described in the TS-and therefore must be considered as Alternate,

Plugging Criteria (APC) which must be approved by NRC prior to use. The'

j inspector informed the licensee that the PRC and DNP0 signing of the

4

:

'
, . -- -. - - . . , -. -- - _ _ , .
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licensee's document to approve the vendor procedure, Crystal River Unit
3 RF010 Steam Generator Eddy Current Data Analysis Guidelines on
February 28, 1996, placed them in violation of the plant TSs. This
issue remains unresolved pending NRC review to determine if it is an
additional example of an apparent violation of 10 CFR 50.59 discussed at
the predecisional enforcement conference on March 27,1996. This issue
is identified as URI 50-302/96-03-03, Local approval of Eddy Current
Acceptance Criteria different than that provided by plant TS 5.6.2.10.

Data Review

The inspector reviewed the eddy current data obtained during the
inspections to verify that the indications were resolved in accordance
with the data analysis guidelines. The bobbin coil data review included
eight tubes containing absolute drift indications in the freespan areas,
two tubes with freespan indications assigned percent through-wall depth
calls, and 33 tubes with potential first span volumetric degradation. In
addition, the inspector reviewed the MRPC data of.first span indications
in eight tubes. All indications in the sample of inspection data
reviewed by the inspector. were properly dispositioned in accordance with
the licensee's data analysis guidelines.

The inspector reviewed a summary report of the OTSG inspections. The
report was provided by the licensee and was titled, Daily Status Report
- Final FPC - Crystal River 3 - 03/96 - RF010. The report included a
two page tabular summary of the eddy current inspection results followed
by listing of all measured indications; sorted by steam generator,
inspection / acceptance category, tube number, and location. During the
review the inspector noted the following areas of concern / question:

'

a. There were two tubes in OTSG A and 102 tubes in OTSG B which were i

reported to have BVT indications. (These BVT indications were
directly related to the unauthorized, non-TS acceptance criteria
discussed above.)

b. Two tubes in the B OTSG, 4S Bobbin Sample, were reported to have
the following measured through-wall indications:

'

Tube R23-C68 20%-TW 3.02 volts LTE +11.61"
Tube R58-C38 25% TW 1.67 volts LTS + 7.42"

The inspector questioned the assigned % TW (through-wall) in that
recent industry work has shown that there is no currently
qualified method of measuring the % TW depth of intergranular.

attack degradation, such as that evident in the Crystal River
steam generator tubes, using a bobbin-coil, phase-angle, sizing
technique. The inspector inquired as to how the bobbin coil probe
was qualified for demonstrating adequacy in its ability to
accurately assign % TW depth calls. The licensee indicated that
the bobbin coil sizing technique is used throughout the industry.
Although the licensee, as well as other nuclear utilities, has
used the bobbin coil phase angle data to depth size indications in

. __. ~ -~_ _ _ . _ _ - ._ ._ ,_ _ .
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previous inspections, accurate sizing has not been fully
demonstrated at present. The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
(NRR) is currently pursuing a means to resolve the issue of depthi.

; sizing indications with the bobbin probe on-an industry-wide
i basis. The examples identified by the inspector where the

licensee assigned % TW calls without a qualified procedure was;

; considered to be an unresolved item pending the resolution of the
generic question by NRR. This is identified as URI 50-302/96-03-
04, Measuring of % through wall indications with an unqualified j

'

procedure.

c. The inspector noted that the licensee had elected to divide the l

original Bobbin Coil examinations for each OTSG.into three sample<

groups labelled IS, 2S, and 4S. This provided an initial sample;.
! size of 21% of the tubes while simulating a sampling progression

through Table 5.6.2-2 of the TS, with IS representative of the TS
required 3% sample and 2S and 4S representing successive C-2 |;

; inspection results requiring 6% and 12% samples. j
i,

The inspector noted that the TS acceptance criteria defines tubes with
indications 20-39% TW as being degraded for the purpose of determining

: if the results of the inspection would result in acceptance, progression
to C-2, or progression to C-3 which would require 100% inspection of the

i tubes in the effected 0TSG. The voltage-based criteria utilized during
: 10R did not provide a singular definition of what constituted a degraded

tube for the purpose of sample expansion.;

) A count of the number of tubes listed as degraded (20-39% TW), plus. the
: number of tubes listed as having I-Code indications and the number of
! tubes with BVT indications in the results table for the B OTSG showed

the following results: A total of 9.7% of the tubes appear to be
i degraded for Sample IS, which supports the decision for the 2S (1st C-2
; expansion) sample. The total for the 2S sample was in excess of 10%

degraded which by TS would require an expansion to C-3 or 100% rather:

than the decision to inspect the 4S (the 2nd C-2 expansion) sample.;

i During discussion with the licensee concerning sample expansion, it was ),
noted that the TS provides a note to the effect that if a tube was !

y previously degraded, it must exhibit significant further wall
penetrations to be included in the percentage calculations for sample.

: expansion. It was also noted that the inspection results reviewed by
the inspector did not contain the previous inspection history of the
tubes, and therefore it was not clear how the note was being applied.,

;

4

; Pending a review of previous inspection results and a clarification of
i the status of the I-Code and BVT indications, the subject of sample
i expansion was identified as URI 50-302/96-03-05, Eddy current sample

expansion based on degraded tube percentages.
;

; Final Review of Steam Generator Data
1

! Subsequent to the site inspection described above, the licensee
| conducted a re-review of the SG inspection results; re-inspected a

i
;

$

- - . . _ , _ . . _ - - . . . _ , _ .~.- _ _ - _
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selected sample of tubes using bobbin coil and MRPC techniques; and
conducted in-situ pressure testing of an agreed upon number of tubes.
The additional reviews and inspections were to support a TS amendment
which had been submitted to request approval for the voltage and length
based. alternate plugging criteria for the area of tubes between the -

lower tube sheet and the first support plate.

During the week of April 15 - 19, 1996, the inspector conducted an
.in-office review of the licensee's submittals to NRR in support of the
TS amendment. The inspector concluded that the licensee had completed
all inspections and reviews agreed upon during discussions of the
pending TS amendment.

c. Conclusions

One violation regarding . local approval of eddy current acceptance
criteria different than that provided by plant TS 5.6.2.10, one
unresolved item regarding measuring of percent through wall indications
with an unqualified procedure, and one unresolved item regarding eddy
current sample expansion based on degraded tube percentages were
identified. The violation concerning your approval of a vendor |
procedure which provided eddy current acceptance criteria different than
that provided by your plant Technical Specifications was of concern !

because of the apparent lack of a questioning attitude displayed by all '

personnel in the approval cycle. |

1

M4 Maintenance Staff Knowledge and Performance

M4.1 Surveillance Observation
!

a. Inspection Scope (61726)

The inspectors observed TS required surveillance testing and verified
that the test procedures conformed to the requirements of the TSs;
testing was performed in accordance with adequate procedures; test
instrumentation was calibrated; limiting conditions for operation were
met; test results met acceptance criteria requirements and were reviewed
by personnel other than the individual directing the test; deficiencies
were identified, as appropriate, and were properly reviewed and resolved
by management personnel; and system restoration was adequate. For
completed tests, the inspectors verified testing frequencies were met
and tests were performed by qualified individuals.

b. Observations and Findinas

The inspectors witnessed the performance of sections of SP-112,
Calibration of the Reactor Protection System. The inspectors noted good
communications between the I&C technicians and the operators at the
control s. Information was exchanged frequently, in sufficient detail to
keep the operators apprised of the alarms to expect and needed actions
on their parts. The inspectors reviewed the procedures and verified
that the portions of the procedures being performed appeared to satisfy

- - , - - .- - .- - .- . . - - - .- - . - .
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. the regulatory requirements for testing of the system. No actions were i
taken prior to the beginning of the surveillance to prepare the system ,

for the test. All results of the observed portions of SP-112 were as '

expected.

c. Conclusions

The inspectors noted good communications between the I&C technicians and i
the operators at the controls. No violations or deviations were
observed.

M4.2 Removal of Seismic Sunoorts On EFIC Instrumentation Tubina (92902)
;

While performing a system walkdown inside of the RB, the licensee
identified that instrument tubing downstream of valve MSV-171 had an i

unsupported length of approximately 16 feet in length. . Licensee drawing ,

308-602 shows this run of tubing and refers to the licensee's Separation !

and Seismic Support Criteria for Instrument Tubing, CR-EC6-A-6, which
states'that the. maximum seismic support spacing for this tubing is 80
inches. The licensee made a 10 CFR 50.72 notification, EN 30189, on.
this event on March 28, 1996, for operating outside of the design basis.

1

The tubing involved in this event provides the high side instrument tap
'

for level instrumentation for the B OTSG startup and operating ranges i

and the high level tap for the high range level instrumentation for the
B and D channels _of EFIC. The loss of this tubing during a seismic
event would cause a loss of some non-safety related indication of OTSG
level and the loss of the safety related overfill protection from EFIC.

Preliminary. investigation by the licensee indicates that the supports
were most likely removed during the installation of a work platform
under MAR 90-09-04-01. This was the last work that would have impacted
the tubing. This MAR was completed during the 8R refueling outage, |

which ended in July 1992. The licensee has made the determination that
the tubing seismic supports probably interfered with the installation of
the work )latform and the workers removed the supports in order to
install tie platform. There were no work instructions issued to perform
this task, nor did the workers record that the seismic supports had been
removed.

The licensee's design engineering group performed a seismic evaluation
on the length of unsecured tubing. It was determined that during a
seismic event, this tubing could have exceeded its ultimate yield stress
and failed. MAR 96-03-11-01 was issued to reattach the seismic supports
and was completed and released to operations on April 2, 1996. The

'

inspectors verified that the MAR has been completed and the tubing ;

seismic supports reattached.
~

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, requires that activities affecting
quality shall be prescribed by documented instructions, procedures, or
drawings, of a type appropriate to the circumstances and shall be
-accomplished in accordance with these instructions, procedures, or

_ _ . _ _ _ _
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drawings. The technicians involved in installing the work platform
performed maintenance on this safety related instrument tubing seismic
supports without approved instructions or procedures. Even though this
issue was identified by the licensee, the four year duration and the
failure of the licensee to identify and correct the condition during '

opportunities presented by subsequent outages result in this violation
being cited. This issue remains unresolved pending NRC review to
determine if it is an additional example of an apparent violation
discussed at the predecisional enforcement conference on March 27, 1996. !

This is identified as URI 50-302/96-03-06, Removing the seismic supports !

on safety related instrument tubing without approved work instructions. |

M7 Quality Assurance in Maintenance Activities |

M7.1 Review of Vodated Final Safety Analysis Reoort (UFSAR) Commitments

(62703)

A recent discovery of a licensee operating their facility in a manner
contrary to the UFSAR description highlighted the need for a special
focused review that compares plant practices, procedures and/or
parameter to the UFSAR descriptions. While performing the inspections
discussed in this report, the inspectors reviewed the applicable
portions of the UFSAR that related to the areas inspected. The
inspectors verified that the UFSAR wording was consistent with the
observed plant practices, procedures and/or parameters.

,

M8 Miscellaneous Maintenance Issues

M8.1 IFI 50-302/94-27-01. Foreian Material Exclusion Control Proaram Voorade.
(92902)

The inspectors reviewed corrective actions taken to address concerns
expressed by the licensee Quality Programs department in audit 94-
REFL-05 and NRC inspection report 50-302/94-27, in the area of FME
control. As a result of the items, the licensee created two new
training courses; ST-0054, FME Awareness for operations, work shop
supervisors, and selected contract personnel and ST-0055, FME, for shop
personnel. The inspector reviewed the training register and verified
that the licensee has provided this training to the bulk of the,

designated personnel. In addition, the licensee has sent personnel to
other sites to observe their FME control programs. Lessons learned from
these other sites, from industry documentation, and from their own
internal audits, has been incorporated into the procedure, CP-116A,
Foreign Material Exclusion (FME) Control. This procedure was originally

I-
revised on June 1, 1995. Additional changes have been incorporated into
the program, since that time, incorporating lessons learned since the
original procedure revision. This item is closed.
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M8.2 VIO 50-302/94-11-01. Failure to Follow ISI Procedural Reauirements
(92902)

This violation involved, (1) failure to perform MT inspection in
accordance with procedure requirements, and (2) failure to follow
procedures for license review and approval of contractor personnel and
equipment qualification / certification records. See NRC Inspection
Report 50-302/95-03 for documentation of a previous inspection of this
item.

| The inspectors verified, during the 94-11 inspection, that the MT
inspection for the weld in question was re-performed using the properI

technique and that NDE personnel were re-instructed in proper inspection
techniques. During the current inspection, the inspectors reviewed the
following documentation to verify that appropriate corrective actions,
relative to licensee review and approval of personnel and equipment
qualification / certification, had been identified and performed:

- NEP 302, Revision 0, Verification of Certification of NDE
Personnel, Equipment, and Consumables

- QAP 7, Revision 17, Review of Quality Documents.

These procedures add additional requirements to ensure proper review and
approval. of personnel and equipment. This item is closed.

III.Encineerina

El Conduct of Engineering

El.1 Desian Chanaes and Plant Modifications

a. Insoection Scone (37550. 92701. 92700)

The inspectors reviewed the MAR packages to: (1) determine the adequacy
of the safety evaluation screening and the 10 CFR 50.59 safety
evaluations; (2) verify that the modifications were reviewed and

| approved in accordance with TS and applicable administrative controls;
| (3) verify that the modifications were installed in accordance with

- i

design requirements; (4) verify that applicable design bases were
included; (5)' verify that UFSAR requirements were met;.(6) verify that
both installation testing and post modification testing requirements
were specified and that adequate testing was performed.

The inspectors also observed the installed modifications and reviewed
related potential effects of operating with MVV-64 locked open and j
operating with an increased hydrogen pressure in the MUT of over 20 j
psig. The EDBD was reviewed to determine if design parameters were .j
correct and updated. In addition, the inspectors reviewed licensee

|procedures related to emergency boration and ATWS, reviewed licensee -

commitments on ATWS, and interviewed four licensed operators.
,

_. . -
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b. Observations and Findinas

The inspectors reviewed the MAR packages listed belcw and performed4

walkdown inspections to determine if the modifications were installed in.

accordance with design requirements. Review of the MAR documentst

included the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations, design calculations, installationi

i drawings and procedures, and functional testing requirements and
results. Individual modification packages reviewed by the inspectors4

are discussed in detail below:
4

MAR 92-06-02-02. 480V MCC Control Circuit Dearaded Voltaae '

The purpose of this MAR was to replace control power transformers in
various Motor Control Centers (MCC) cubicles and reconfigure 'various MCC,

| control circuits to resolve potential low voltage concerns during
j . degraded voltage conditions.

This MAR package met the requirements discussed in E1.1.a.; however, not>

all work was completed and the MAR was not closed out. The following
two items remained to be completed-4

E 1. SFP-1A/ES MCC-3Al Unit 110, Spent Fuel Coolant Pump was required
for completion prior to start-up. ;

1

2. CHP-2/ES MCC-3B# Unit 7KN, Chilled Water Pump was scheduled to be
completed prior to June 30, 1996,

i The inspectors concluded that this MAR was implemented in accordance
I with Procedure NEP-210, Modification Approval Records. Review of the
i MAR disclosed that it complied with FSAR Sections 6.1, 6.2, 6.3,
j 8.2.3.1, 9.3, 9.5, and TS B 3/4.3.2, 3/4.5.1, and 3/4.8 During the

walkdown inspection the inspectors noted that the MAR was installed in
accordance with the design drawings. No deficiencies were identified.

| BAR 93-05-07-03. Inverters VBIT-1A and VBIT-1C Replacement
; '

J The purpose of this MAR was to replace the safety-related A Train
inverters with similar inverters of the same manufacturer with a newer
up-dated design,

t This MAR package met the requirements discussed in paragraph E1.1.a,
'.

above. The inspectors concluded this MAR package was implemented in
accordance with Procedure NEP-210. There were no discrepancies
identified between this MAR, FSAR Section 8.2.2, and TS B 3.8.7, 3.8.8,

i 3.8.9 and 3.8.10. FSAR Table 8.1, Emergency Diesel Generator "A" Auto &
Manually Connected Loads, was revised (increased by 26.3 kW) to account
for the additional capacity of the new inverters. This additional load
capacity did not degrade the diesel generator. The inspectors reviewed
the design calculations and verified that the additional capacity of the
inverters did not affect cable sizing or degraded voltage conditions.
During the walkdown inspection the inspectors verified that the
equipment nameplate data agreed with the design input record and

.. - -
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calculations. The inspectors concluded that the installation of the new
inverters was completed in accordance with design requirements.

MAR 93-05-07-01. Battery Charaer Reolacement (A Train)

The purpose of this MAR was to replace the safety-related A Train
,

battery chargers for increased reliability. The replacements were to be
similar battery chargers from the same manufacturer with an up-dated
design.

'

|The inspectors identified the discrepancies discussed below which were '

associated with implementation of this MAR; however, no discrepancies
were identified by the inspectors between the MAR; FSAR Section 8.2.2;
and TS B 3.8.4, 3.8.5, and 3.8.10.

The inspector identified the following deficiencies and weaknesses
'

associated with this MAR. On Sheet 1 of 7, Part B, Description of MAR,
in Section MAR Description /10 CFR 50.59 Screening, the statement was
made "All inputs and outputs for the battery chargers remain the same."
The original input current was 56 amperes (A). During the walkdown
inspection, the inspectors observed that the nameplate data on the new
battery charger specified the input current as 62A. In addition, during
review of the test data in the vendor's manual for the battery charger
performance test, the inspectors identified that the input current was
62A instead of 56A and the minimum test voltage was 432V. Therefore,
the statement in the 50.59 screening that all inputs for the battery
chargers remain the same was incorrect. In the Case Study BLKSSAl of
Calculation E-91-0018, for " Balanced Voltage Drop and Load Flow
Analysis," the input current used was 56A instead of the correct value
of 62A. This calculation error was also reflected in the MAR for the
Replacement of A ES 4160/480V Transformer. The use of the incorrect
input current of 56A instead of 62A in Calculation E-91-0018 was
identified as the first example of design control URI 50-302/96-03-07,
Design control errors. This issue remains unresolved pending NRC review
to determine if it is an additional example of an apparent violation
discussed at the predecisional enforcement conference on March 27, 1996.

The minimum voltage specification in the Design Input Record for the
battery charger was 423 volts (V). The minimum performance test voltage
was 432V as discussed previously. The degraded voltage calculation for'

the battery chargers listed the degraded voltage as 427V which is lower
than the performance test voltage of 432V. This degraded voltage

,

difference was identified as Unresolved Item URI 50-302/96-03-08,
Battery chargers degraded voltage, pending further review by the NRC of;

the licensee's resolution of this issue.

During the review of the degraded voltage calculation, the inspectors.

also reviewed Section 4.1, Class lE AC Systems, of the EDBD. The
inspectors identified that the parameters for the 480V System were
incorrectly listed in the EDBD as 506V maximum and 425V minimum. The
correct values were 528V maximum and 432V minimum. In addition, for the

4160V System, the minimum voltage was incorrectly listed as 3853V
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instead of. the 3933V value listed in Calculation E-91-0018. The 3933V
was the Second Level Undervoltage Relay (SLUR) setpoint and was the ;
minimum 4160V bus voltage. In addition, the 3933V reflected back to the

,

230kV switchyard with a bus voltage of 224.25kV. The EDBD did not i
reference the 224.25kV when discussing the SLUR. The incorrect
information in the EDBD for the voltage parameters was identified to the
licensee as a weakness in the design control program relative to
updating the EDBD.

IThe inspectors verified on April 11, 1996, that design Calculation E-91- '

0018 was revised to reflect the correct battery charger input current of 1

62A. In addition, the licensee was in the process of correcting the
design input data for the modification. The licensee was also in the
process of returning both the old and replacement battery chargers to

1the vendor for another performance test to determine the minimum I

operation voltage for degraded conditions.
|

During the walkdown inspection, the inspectors concluded the i

installation of the new battery chargers met design requirements.

MAR 95-08-22-01. Reolacement of A ES 4160/480V Transformer

The purpose of this MAR was to replace the safety-related A Train
4160/480V transformer with a similar type from the same manufacturer.
The temperature monitor, fan control, and space heaters were also
upgraded. The design input listed that the transformer impedance and
full load losses were slightly higher than the previously installed

,transformer. '

The modification package met the requirements discussed in paragraph
E1.1.a, above, except that the design calculation also used the
incorrect battery charger input current. The inspectors noted that
Calculation E-90-0077, Case Study BLKSSA1, had used the correct i

transformer impedance; however, a value of 56A was used for the battery
charger input current instead of the correct value of 62A. This same
error was also identified in MAR 93-05-07-01 as discussed above. The
use of the incorrect battery charger input current was identified to the
licensee as the second example of URI 50-302/96-03-07, Design control
errors. The inspectors verified that this calculation error had been )
corrected on April 11, 1996. This issue remains unresolved pending NRC

'

review to determine if it is an additional example of an apparent I

violation discussed at the predecisional enforcement conference on March j
27, 1996. 1

The inspectors concluded that, except for the deficiencies discussed
above, this modification package was implemented in accordance with
design requirements and procedure NEP-210. There were no discrepancies
between the MAR and FSAR Section 8.2.2.5. The MAR specified that FSAR
Table 8.1 was to be revised for the minor additional load. Revision to
FSAR Table 8.1 was discussed in the Inverter MAR 93-05-07-03 above. The
inspectors verified during the walkdown inspection that the replacement

!
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transformer installation was completed in accordance with design
j requirements.

MAR 96-02-09-01. HPI Flow Indicators

| The purpose of this modification (MAR) was tr upgrade the high pressure
| injection (HPI) flow indication system by replacing the existing
! low /high dual flow indicators with new instruments and installing two

new low range indicators on each ESF train. The power supply to the
existing indicators will also be modified. This MAR was implemented to ,

'correct the problem reported to NRC under LER 96-007 on February 15,
| 1996.
|
! The inspectors reviewed the MAR package including the 10 CFR 50.59
| evaluation, design input, installation drawings, work instructions (work
l plans 334286, 334292, 334321, 334459, 334471, & 334539), and field

change notices 1, 2, 3, and 5. The inspectors also reviewed the MAR
open items list which included work which needed to be completed prior

|- to turnover and/or closecut of the MAR. These items included updating
; of seismic and I&C design calculations, operations procedure revisions,
! a change to the TS, preparation of functional (post-modification) test
| instructions, updating of the FSAR, and completion of various other
! engineering studies. The inspectors discussed the status of the TS

revision with licensee engineers. These discussions disclosed that
after further review,'the licensee concluded the existing TS was

! applicable since it addressed the need for two operable channels on each ,

! flow injection line (TS Table 3.3.17.1). However, the licensee planned 1

| to make a revision to the TS Bases to clarify the addition of the new
low range instrumant on each injection line. This is identified as IFI
50-302/96-03-15, Evaluate the licensee's revised TS Bases and related 10
CFR 50.59 analysis.

The inspectors concluded that the MAR package met the requirements
discussed in paragraph E1.1.a, above. The inspectors examined the work
completed as of the inspection date which included installation of
conduit supports and conduit, cable pulling, and installation of a
portion of the new instrument tubing. No discrepancies were identified.
This is identified as IFI 50-302/96-03-16, Review of MAR 96-02-09-01,

,

HPI Flow Indicators, installation package and functional testing
resul ts.

MAR 96-02-09-02. Conduit Supports for HPI Flow Indicators

! This MAR covered installation of the conduit supports required for the
addition of the new HPI flow instruments installed under MAR 96-02-09-
01. The MAR documents were examined by the inspectors as part of the

| HPI Flow Indication MAR package. This MAR package met the requirements
; of paragraph E1.1.a, above.
.
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MAR 95-01-07-01. Reolace MUV-64 Operator: and MAR 95-01-07-04. MUV-64
Indication

Valve MVV-64 is the valve between the MUT and the MVPs. It had been
designed originally to automatically isolate the MUT from the MVPs on an
ES actuation. The ES actuation function had been removed from MUV-64 in
1984 to avoid inadvertent closure and pump damage as had been
experienced on several occasions. Subsequently, the valve was locked
open in 1985 to address an Appendix R concern and the air operator was
disabled in 1989. The modifications that were installed during this
outage replaced the disabled and locked open air operator on MUV-64 with
a sealed open manual operator and electrical valve position indicator
(with local and control room position indication).

The effect of MUV-64 being locked open on the potential for gas binding
of a MVP was inspected previously under EEI 50-302/95-22-03 and EEI 50-
302/95-22-04.

The effect of MUV-64 on the operators' ability to emergency borate was
noted in the MAR and was reviewed by the inspectors. With MUV-64 locked
open, the MUT cannot be isolated from the operating MVP. When a BWST
valve is opened for emergency boration or safety injection, the
operating MVP takes suction from both the BWST and MUT in parallel;
however, BWST water does not go to the MVP (or RCS) until MUT level
decreases and pressure reduces to less than the BWST head pressure.
Since 1994, the licensee has operated with higher hydrogen overpressure
and higher level in the MUT (to increase RCS hydrogen concentration)
which exacerbated the time delay in injecting BWST water into the RCS.
Based on recent surveillance test results, the inspectors judged that
the time delay could be approximately five minutes.

The inspectors reviewed the need for immediate emergency boration from i

the BWST. Procedure E0P-02, Vital System Status Verification, Step 2.2,
1verified that all control rod groups are fully inserted and, if not,
,

directed manual deenergization of the CRD system. Step 2.2 did not 1

initiate emergency boration in the event of a failure of all control 1

Irods to insert (ATWS). The licensee's E0P to TBD Cross-Step Document
identified not using emergency boration for an ATWS as a step deviation l
from the B&W Owners' Group TBD. It also provided a justification for j
this step deviation: that opening the 480V breakers to deenergize the
busses that supply power to the CRDs would be done promptly from the
control room and would be effective in mitigating an ATWS event, and
that emergency boration of the RCS to reduce reactivity would be a slow
process and therefore would not be effective in mitigating an ATWS
event. Procedure E0P-02 step 3.2 required, if more than one CRD is not
fully inserted, then initiate boric acid addition from a BAST; if a BAST
is not available then use the BWST by opening both BWST valves and
diverting letdown to an RCBT. Thus, step 3.2 used the BASTS as a
primary method of emergency boration and used the BWST as an alternate
method. The stated purpose of this step was not for reactor shutdown,
but for assuring shutdown margin. The inspectors assessed that
approximately five minutes of delay before BWST water was pumped into

i
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the RCS would not compromise the ability to effect shutdown margin. The
inspectors noted that ATWS was not discussed in the FSAR; reviewed!

licensee correspondence with the NRC in response to 10 CFR 50.62 (ATWS)
requirements; and found no licensee commitment to use emergency boration
for ATWS mitigation. The inspectors reviewed TS requirements for |
emergency boration and found that the requirements for emergency |

| boration, formerly in the reactivity control section of TS, had been
removed from the TS. In correspondence with the NRC, the licensee j

, committed to relocate these former TS requirements into the FSAR and '

: licensee procedures. The inspectors verified that the requirements for
emergency boration availability (from the BASTS and BWST) and related

,

'

surveillance testing were included appropriately in the FSAR and in
licensee procedures. The inspectors also verified, by interviews, that
operators were aware of the location of this information and of the
purpose of emergency boration. The inspectors concluded that the
existing procedures for emergency boration were adequate and that the
licensee had appropriately documented an E0P step deviation from the B&W
Owners' Group TBD.

During a review of the installed modifications, the inspectors noted
that the local valve position indicator for MUV-64 was incorrectly
labeled: the indicator box was labeled MU-5 and the indicating lights
were labeled off and on. The inspectors gave this information to the

i
; licensee for followup.

During a review of a related FSAR drawing, the inspectors noted a
i discrepancy in that there was an indicated ISI Code classification

change, from Class 3 to Class 2, at MUV-64. With MUV-64 locked open, it
would be inappropriate to have a code classification change there. In
following up on this issue, the inspectors was shown that FCN 003 to MAR
95-01-07-01, dated March 29, 1996, would correct this discrepancy by
moving the Class 2 to Class 3 break location from MUV-64 to MUV-65;
where the break in design, fabrication, and erection class was already
located. The inspectors noted that this change would upgrade a section
of four-inch pipe and a check valve, MUV-65, from ISI classification 3
to 2. The FCN description stated that ISI and IST requirements will
change due to this modification: MUV-65 and the hangar on the piping
involved will require no additional testing or inspection, but

'

approximately eight pipe welds will require more detailed inspections.
The 10 CFR 50.59 screening concluded that this was not a change to the
facility as described in the FSAR, the change did not affect the TS
Bases, the change did not involve changes to the TS, and therefore no
safety evaluation was required. The 10 CFR 50.59 screening stated that
FSAR drawing FD-302-661 sheet 4 was affected,-but Crystal River 3 did
not consider minor drawing changes as changes to the facility as
described in the FSAR. The 10 CFR 50.59 screening also stated that, for
conservatism, a safety evaluation was to be performed. The inspectors
considered that the change was not only a drawing change, but was also a
change to the TS-required and NRC-approved ISI and IST program for which'

a safety evaluation and further review was appropriate. The inspectors
concluded that the fact that the 10 CFR 50.59 screening did not require'

, a safety evaluation was an example of a weakness in 10 CFR 50.59

I

|
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evaluations. See paragraph E3.1 for further discussion of 10 CFR 50.59
weaknesses,

i

|

The 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation concluded that there was no I
unreviewed safety question. It stated that the upgrade of MUV-65 and J
the associated piping componer.ts from ISI Class 3 to Class 2 will l
provide more detailed periodic inspections which should improve the
reliability of the components. Neither the 10 CFR 50.59 safety
evaluation nor the FCN description addressed the fact that the ES signal
had been' removed from MUV-64 in 1984, that the valve had been locked 1

open in 1985, or that the air operator had been subsequently disabled in
1989. They did not address the fact that the ISI break point should
have been changed in 1984 and that required ISI or IST testing may have
been missed for 12 years. The inspectors reviewed the ISI and IST
programs and related requirements and found that there was no missed
testing. Check valve MVV-65 had been tested in the IST program, and

; testing requirements for it did not change. Four-inch and smaller pipe
| and attached hangars were exempted from required inspection.

Nonetheless, the inspectors considered the licensee's description of
this change as an improvemeni. in inspection and reliability, while
overlooking the potential 12 years of missed required testing and I

i

inspection, as another example of a weakness in 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations |
!

| and is considered a contributing factor in the design control violation
1

! identified in this report. '

,
The inspectors determined that the licensee's failure to move the ISI

| class break from MUV-64 to MUV-65 in 1984, when the ES signal was
I removed from the valve, was a violation of design control requirements.

This violation was licensee identified. However, it does not meet the
NRC criteria for a NCV because the licensee's corrective action was
incomplete in that it did not evaluate and assure that there were no

i_ missed ISI inspections. Also, opportunities to identify and correct the
condition earlier were missed in 1985 when the valve was locked open and

! again in 1989 when the air operator was disabled. Therefore, this issue
will be identified as the third example of URI'50-302/96-03-07, Design

,

| control errors. This issue remains unresolved pending NRC review to
! determine if it is an additional example of an apparent violation

discussed at the predecisional enforcement conference on March 27, 1996.

During a review of the related FSAR description, the inspectors noted an
FSAR deficiency, in that the automatic opening of the BWST valves on a
low MUT level had been committed to by the licensee, in correspondence,

, to the NRC related to MUV-64, and was not in the FSAR. These changes
are described in a letter submitted to the NRC on August 6, 1985. The
inspectors found that this item had been addressed in a previous NRC
inspection report as VIO 50-302/96-01-05.

t c. Conclusions on Conduct of Enaineerina

In the areas reviewed, modification records and installations were
i adequate and safety concerns were adequately addressed with the

exception of one design control violation. Examples of a weakness in

__ _, __ _ __
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10 CFR 50.59 evaluations were identified. Two of the modifications
(Battery Chargers and 4160/480V Transformer) had design input errors
which were identified as two examples of a_ design control. errors

. unresolved item. . A third example of the design control unresolved item
| was identified ~in that a drawing and the ISI program had not been
i appropriately updated from a modification completed 12 years ago. The

battery chargers had not'been tested to assure they met the minimum
requirements of the degraded voltage calculations. This concern for the
battery chargers' ability to meet degraded voltage requirements was
identified as an unresolved item. A weakness was identified'regarding

' failure to update the EDBD. The inspectors also concluded that the
existing procedures for emergency boration were adequate.

E2 Engineering Support of Facilities and Equipment

E2.1 Make Uo Pumo Cavitation Testina

a. Inspection Scope (61726)

Due to concerns regarding the possibility of HPI pump cavitation during
a startup from the previous refueling outage, the licensee performed a
test to verify the HPI system operability under worst case conditions.
The residents witnessed this test to observe the results of licensee
corrective actions which centered on the engineering judgement that the'

cavitation experienced was due to inadequate venting of the piping.

b. Observations and Findinas

In May 1994 during surveillance testing following refuel 9 there was a
concern regarding possible cavitation of MVPs while performing SP-630,
MUP/HPI Check Valves Full Flow Test. These concerns.were documented in
PR 94-0149, MUV-60 Stuck Open. The event description read, in part, as
follows:

While performing SP-630, MVP-1C was in service at 500 gpm. After
three minutes at this flow rate, MUT level decreased from 35
inches to 29 inches followed by each loop flow decreasing from 125
gpm to 100 gpm.. The operator immediately tripped MVP-10.

The licensee's investigation of this event indicated there was air
present in the 6 inch B BWST supply line to MVP-10. A lot of air was
present when the line was vented at MUV-286. There had been a concern
among operators-that there was not sufficient margin in the NPSH for the
MUPs to prevent cavitation. The operators subsequently performed a test
to demonstrate that the MUT pressure versus level curve (curve 8 in OP-
1038) was non-conservative. These issues are documented in NRC irs 50-
302/95-13 and 95-22. As part of the corrective action for PR 94-149,
the licensee added a modification to add a vent valve in each of the
BWST supply lines to the MVP suction header. The vent valves were to
ensure proper venting of the subject-piping. Also, SP-630 was to be run
during refuel 10 (the present outage) to duplicate as close as possible
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i the conditions existing during the cavitation problem experienced in
refuel 9.

On March 30, 1996, the residents observed the licensee conduct a
performance test per procedure PT-630, ECCS Full Flow Validation. This
performance test was conducted to validate system response with the
maximum designed flow rate through the ECCS train suction paths from the
BWST. To achieve the design flow rate through the BWST suction piping,
a DHP and a BSP were placed on recirculation from the BWST and a MVP was

| aligned to draw the maximum allowed flow rate from the same BWST drop
| line as the recirculating DHP and BSP. This test was performed at
i design maximum flow rates on both the A and B ECCS train flow paths.
| This test was to satisfy corrective actions # 12 and #13 from PR 94-
! 0149. During the test, engineering personnel took data which was used

to validate existing operating curves and calculations. Even under the
most extreme conditions, the test data indicates that no cavitation

| should occur.
1

By interoffice correspondence dated April 11, 1996 (NED96-0234)'

engineering provided FPC management documentation concluding that the
engineering factors used in calculation M94-0053, revision 3, regarding
head loss calculations, are conservative when compared to measured
values o'>tained during the performance of PT-630.

c. Conclusions
,

! The licensee's full flow validation test of the Emergency Core Cooling
| System was considered a strength, and demonstrated that under the most
! limiting accident conditions the ECCS pumps are unlikely to cavitate.
t

E2.2 Control Room Emeraency Ventilation Issues (37550)

On March 22, 1996, at 4:22 p.m., the licensee made a report per 10 CFR
50.72(b)(1)(ii)(B), Operation Outside the Design Basis. The event was
assigned event number 30152. During a review of the control room
ventilation system, it was discovered that the existing fan air flow
adjustment tolerance for the CREVS provides a plus or minus 10%
tolerance from the design capacity of 43,500 cfm of the fans. The

,

| existing calculations use the nominal air flow rate, but did not provide
assurance that adjustment within this tolerance will provide adequate
charcoal filtration efficiency at the higher tolerance nor adequate
dilution of air in-leakage at the lower value to prevent exceeding dose
limits. During the inspection report, the licensee stated that this

,

j issue will be resolved prior to entering mode 4, when the CREVS will be
j required to be operable.
|

On April 19, 1996, the licensee notified the NRC Operations Center that
they were withdrawing this 10 CFR 50.72 report. The licensee's
investigation showed the plant was not outside the design basis.
Additional discussions of CREVS testing is provided in paragraph E8.1.

|
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E2.3 Control Rod Drive Mechanism Shutdown Rod Droo Tests (61726)

On February 17, 1996, while shutting the unit down for the refueling *

outage, PT-162, Shutdown Control Rod Drop Time Test, was performed to
determine which CRDMs would be most likely to need a thermal barrier '

replacement ~. The need to replace the thermal barriers is due to binding
of ball check valves in the thermal barriers, due to crud buildup. This
phenomenon has been experienced at several other B&W plants, causing out,

" of specification rod drop times. During the previous refueling outage,
the licensee had observed a buildup of crud on the ball check valves,
even though no rod drop times had exceeded the limits. At that time,
the decision had been made to replace any thermal barriers, during 10R,
which were showing degradation in rod drop times.

The inspectors witnessed portions of the rod drop test performed during
the shutdown. During the performance of the drop tests on February 17,
1996, two CRDM drop times exceeded the limitations established in the
procedure. TS 3.1.4, Control Rod Alignment Limits, requires that the
rod drop time for each control rod, from a fully withdrawn position, -is
less than or equal to 1.66 seconds from power interruption at the
control rod drive breakers to 3/4 insertion with T. , greater than or
equal to 525 F, prior to reactor criticality after each removal of the
reactor vessel head. Two CRDMs, 1-6 and 7-1 had times in excess of the
limits (1.69 seconds and 1.662 seconds, respectively). The licensee
concluded that since the TS limits are for tests only required during
startup, the only limits exceeded were.the acceptance criteria in i

PT-162, and no entry was required into any TS action statements. j

As part of a preplanned corrective action, the thermal barriers on these '

two CRDMs and an additional twenty CRDMs were replaced with a modified
thermal barrier with larger-tolerances between the ball and the thermal
barrier in the ball check valve. The licensee is planning to continue
replacing thermal barriers in subsequent refueling outages.

E2.4 Enaineerina Review of Operatina Curves

a. Inspection Scope (37550)

1

The inspectors reviewed engineering's involvement in reviewing,
evaluating, and ensuring the accuracy and adequacy of the information
for the curves included in the OP-103 operating procedures. I

b. Observations and Findinas

The inspectors reviewed selected curves in 0P-103A, Startup Curves,
Revision 2, dated July 21, 1995, and OP-103B, Plant Operating Curves, ,

Revision 16, dated February 2, 1996. The inspectors also reviewed
applicable engineering evaluations which provided the basis for some of
the curves, annunciator response procedures and associated alarms, and
held discussions with operations persennel regarding their involvement i

in reviewing the curves.
!

i
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Operations personnel performed a review of all the curves in the OP-103
operating procedures. The results of the operations review was
documented in FPC Interoffice Correspondence (IOC) OP-94-01-48, dated
December 12, 1994. There were a number of findings identified during
the review. The inspectors noted that the licensee had either completed
actions or had actions in progress to address the findings identified in
the IOC from operations. The inspectors reviewed the findings in the
IOC and revised procedures 0P-103A and OP-103B and made the following
observations:
Procedure OP-103A

Procedure OP-103A was a set of reference curves that were used primarily
during startup. The curves in OP-103A were updated when Revision 2 was
issued. The licensee had B&W (who was the NSSS supplier) perform an
evaluation of selected curves in OP-103A in order to provide the basis
for the curves. While reviewing the curves in 0P-103A, the inspectors
noted that the upper and lower limits for Curve 5, Pressurizer Level vs.
T(AVE), were different from that recommended in the B&W evaluation. The
inspectors discussed Curve 5 with licensee personnel and reviewed
additional documentation which included applicable annunciator response
procedures. During further review of Curve 5, the inspectors noted that
the alarm settings for the upper and lower limits in the annunciator
response procedures were in agreement with the values in the B&W
evaluation. The inspectors further noted that the B&W evaluation

lindicated that the upper and lower limits specified were not calculated I

values. The inspectors concluded that, althouah there were differences 1

between OP-103A and the information in the B&W' evaluation, these !

differences did not present a safety concern. i

;

During further review of OP-103A, the inspectors noted that Revision 2,

of the procedure had also corrected the applicable curves to reflect the
1981 power uprate which increased the 100 percent reactor power value
from 2472 MWth to 2544 MWth. These curves had not been corrected in a
timely manner and had been discrepant since the power uprate in 1981

; until Revision 2 was issued on July 21, 1995. The inspectors identified
this item as URI 50-302/96-03-09, Operating curves not promptly updated
to reflect 1981 power uprate. This issue remains unresolved pending NRC
review to determine if it is an additional example of an apparent
violation discussed at the predecisional enforcement conference on March
27, 1996.

The inspectors noted that there were other minor discrepancies in the
information included on some of the curves in Revision 2. For example,
the megawatt value and the corresponding percent of rated thermal power
value did not agree for Curve 1, Reactor Power vs. T(AVE); and Curve 7,
Reactor Coolant System Allowable Temperature Deviation vs. Power for
Four Reactor Coolant Pumps Operating. The inspectors discussed these
discrepancies with licensee personnel who indicated that OP-103A was in
the process of being revised and these discrepancies would be corrected.
The inspectors concluded that the discrepancies in Curve 1 and Curve 7
were minor and did not present a safety concern. The inspectors did not'

identify discrepancies with any of the other OP-103A curves reviewed.

__ _
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The licensee. approved Revision 3 to OP-103A on April 10, 1996. The
inspectors verified that the discrepancies in Curve 1 and Curve 7 had
been corrected. The inspectors further concluded that none of the
discrepancies identified during review of OP-103A presented a safety
Concern.

Procedure OP-103B

Operations personnel indicated in IOC OP-94-01-48 that, although
achievable, there was some discomfort with the narrow operating bands
for Curve SA, "A" Loop Low Range Operating Curves 2A-0B RCP Combination;
Curve 58, "A" Loop Low Range Operating Curves 0A-28 RCP Combination; and
Curve 6A, "B" Loop Low Range Operating Curves 2A-0B Combination. The
inspectors discussed this concern with licensee personnel who indicated
that these curves were not revised because there was no additional
margin that could be added. The inspectors noted that other curves in
OP-103B had been revised to identify the acceptable and unacceptable
operating regions. The inspectors also noted that, although the
licensee had revised the curves associated with the MUT (Curves 8A, 88,
8C, and 80), these curves were also being reviewed by the NRC for
adequacy and accuracy. The NRC review of Curves 8A, 88, 8C, and 80 had
not been completed at the conclusion of this inspection.

The inspectors also reviewed the alarm and annunciator response
procedures for applicable curves in OP-103B and verified that the alarm
settings specified in the procedures were consistent with'the values .

specified on the curves. I

The inspectors concluded that, pending completion of the NRC review of
the curves associated with the MUT, there were no safety concerns
identified during review of the curves in OP-103B. Curves 8A, 88, 8C,
and 80 were still being reviewed by the NRC for adequacy and accuracy.

CP-103 General Concern

Operations personnel indicated in IOC OP-94-01-48 that OP-103 operating |

curves, in general, did not specify if the curve limit was an
administrative limit or a system design limit and most curves did not
specify if instrument error was factored in. The inspectors discussed
the status of this concern with engineering management who indicated
that this item had not been addressed completely by engineering due to
other higher priorities and limited engineering resources. Engineering
management indicated that a plan will be developed to address this item.

c. Conclusions

The inspectors concluded from review of the OP-103 operating procedures
that one unresolved item was identified, involving untimely updating of
operating curves in OP-103A following a 1981 power uprate. The
inspectors also noted other minor discrepancies. However, the curves
associated with the MUT were still being reviewed by the NRC in order to
verify the adequacy and accuracy of the curves.
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E3 Engineering Procedures and Documentation

E3.1 10 CFR 50.59 Inspection

a. Inspection Scoce (37551)

The project manager performed a review of the licensee's program for
implementing 10 CFR 50.59 requirements. The project manager reviewed

,

relevant procedures and controls, requirements for training, and a small
sample of 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluations.

b. Observations and findinas

The licensee's 10 CFR 50.59 program is described in the Nuclear
Operations Department (N0D) directive N00-11, Maintenance of the Current
Licensing Basis. N0D-11 requires each nuclear operation's department
manager to establish implementing procedures to assure that its N00-11
requirements are implemented.

List of Documents Reviewed:

Nuclear Operations Directive N00-11, Maintenance of the Current
Licensing Basis, Rev. 6, dated March 21. 1996.

Nuclear Engineering and projects procedure NEP-210, Modification
Approval Records, Rev.15, dated January 16, 1996.

Administrative Instructions, AI-440A, Description and General
administration of Plant Procedures, Rev. 12, dated December 8, 1995.

:

Administrative Instructions, AI-440C, New Procedures and Procedure
Change Processes, Rev. 17, dated December 8, 1995.

These procedures require that all MARS for implementing char.ges to
procedures, tests and experiments be evaluated for 10 CFR 50.59
applicability. The program involves basically two steps, namely,
screening for determining applicability of 10 CFR 50.59 safety
evaluations and performing safety evaluations by answering a seven parts
question to determine whether a change involves an unreviewed safety
question (USQ). These evaluations are required to be verified by
qualified verifiers.

The project manager observed that the licensee's 10 CFR 50.59 program
generally follows the industry's guidance document, NSAC-125, Guidelines
for 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluations. The inspectors found weaknesses in
the area of procedures and in their implementation as follows:

1) The regulations allow conduct of tests or experiments that are not
described in the FSAR provided they do not involve an USQ. The 10
CFR 50.59 screening checklist (N0D-11, Attachment A) evaluates
only those changes that are described in the FSAR and does not
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provide for evaluating conduct of tests or experiments that are
not described in the FSAR. This may result in screening-out <

potential tests and experiments which involve a USQ.
Additionally, Administrative Instructions, AI-401C, New Procedures
and Procedure Change Process, includes a checklist to evaluate
infrequently (new) performed tests or evolutions to assure that
such tests or evolutions would not adversely impact plant safety.
However, the procedure does not clearly require a 10 CFR 50.59 1

evaluation for such new tests and evolutions. |

2) The control process for reconciling "open items" in the 10 CFR
50.59 evaluations is weak. NEP-210, page 6 paragraph c, allows
issuance of MAR packages with open items. The "open items" are
required to be specifically identified in a separate form. This
is good. However, the procedure places the responsibility for
closing of the "open items" to Nuclear Projects staff rather than

.

the preparer of the 10 CFR 50.59. Such a process does not permit )the preparer to reconcile open items to ensure that they do not
affect the original 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation.

3) It is not clear how pending FSAR changes (as a result of previous
10 CFR 50.59 evaluations) which could affect an in-process 10 CFR
50.59 evaluation, are taken into consideration.

4) The procedures do not clearly require specific 10 CFR 50.59
training. The procedures require that all 50.50 evaluations be
verified by qualified verifiers but do not establish
qualifications for either preparers or verifiers.

5) The project manager also indicated that several aspects of the 10
CFR 50.59 procedures require clarification to avoid
misinterpretation. They are as follows:

a) N0D-11, Attachment A, item 4, states that " changes to
procedures simply listed (and not outlined, summarized, or
completely described) in the FSAR do not require review in
accordance with 10 CFR 10 CFR 50.59." Changes that are not
explicitly described in the FSAR may also affect the
function of those that are described in the FSAR and thus
may involve a USQ.

b) N0D-11 Attachment A page 9 paragraph E indicates that
"[T] temporary changes ...may require a 10 CFR 10 CFR 50.59
evaluation." This could be misinterpreted to mean that
temporary changes may not require a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation.
All changes, temporary or permanent, should be evaluated to
determine whether a USQ is involved.

c) N0D-11, Attachment B, Page 15 item I evaluates whether the
probability of occurrence of an accident previously
evaluated in the FSAR is increased. It requires evaluation
of design basis accidents that are analyzed specifically in
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FSAR Chapter 14. Any anticipated operational transients and
postulated design basis accidents that are analyzed in the
FSAR including other. events, e.g., turbine missiles,
flooding, for which the plant is designed to cope may
involve a USQ and therefore, should be subject to 10 CFR
50.59 evaluation.

d) N00-11, Attachment B, Page 15 item 3 indicates that-degraded
safety system performance without compensating effects is'an ,

USQ. Increased challenges to safety systems with I

. compensatory measures e.g., manual operator action where an
automatic feature is required, may involve an USQ and
therefore, should be subject to 10 CFR 50.59 process.

e) Throughout the procedures, the term safety system
performance is used which implies that a 10 CFR 50.59
evaluation would be limited to only changes to safety-
related systems. A change to a non-safety system could -
affect the function of a safety system, e.g., addition of
nonsafety cable to a safety-related electrical bus. All
changes, safety or non-safety related, that could affect the
function of safety-related systems should be evaluated for
10 CFR 50.59 applicability.

6) The project manager's review of sample 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations
also identified several weaknesses. They are as follows:

a) MAR 95-08-22-01 dated 2-12-96, evaluates replacement of a
safety-related 480V transformer. Based on the evaluation,
the MAR concludes that there is no reduction in the margin
of safety. The 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation contains several
open items including calculation of and evaluation of load
losses and. impedance changes which are not reconciled. It

is not clear how the conclusion that this change does not
involve a USQ could be supported without reconciling the
"open items".

b) MAR 95-05-07-01 replaces certain safety-related battery
chargers and MAR 93-05-07-03 replaces safety-related
inverters. These MARS are screened for 10 CFR 50.59
applicability and conclude that a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation is
not required. The screening merely lists FSAR references
and does not adequately support its determination that a 10
CFR 50.59 evaluation is not required.

c) MAR T94-07-03-01 dated 7-15-94, implements a temporary
change to block flow through a main steam system valve. No
10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation is performed for the MAR on
the basis that this portion of the main steam system is not

) specifically addressed in the FSAR. The MAR evaluation is
weak and does not adequately support whether the proposed'

change would affect the function of a safety system

_ _ - _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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described in the FSAR. Additionally, the MAR merely
references Nuclear Operations to indicate that the flow path
involving the subject valve is not currently used without
proper documentation for not the non use of this flow path,

c. Conclusions

The licensee's 10 CFR 50.59 program generally follows the industry's |
guidance document, NSAC-125, Guidelines for 10 CFR 50.59 Safety |
Evaluations, however, weaknesses were identified in the area of I

procedures and in their implementation. The licensee's 10 CFR 50.59
,

program has numerous weaknesses that requires management attention.
There are multiple examples of poorly executed 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations.

ES Miscellaneous Engineering Issues

E8.1 Control Room Emeraency Ventilation System
|

a. Inspection Scope (37550)

On March 22, 1996, the licensee reported a suspected design basis issue
affecting the CREVS. The inspectors reviewed the licensee's corrective
actions to assure the system was restored to within the design basis,

b. Observation and Findinas
1

The issue involved the fact that the calculations for setting the limits I
of potential radiation exposure to the control room operators were based I

on a nominal flow rate of 43,500 cubic feet per minute (CFM) and did not I

consider the plus or minus 10 percent tolerance contained in
surveillance test procedures. This problem was documented on PR 96-0086 |
and reported to NRC under 10 CFR 50.72. The licensee performed an |
evaluation of the control habitability using the i 10% recirculation ;
flow rate tolerance in calculation number M-96-0015, Control Complex Fan l
Tolerance Evaluation. The inspectors reviewed the calculation and

'

verified that it was completed in accordance with the requirements of
10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III. The inspectors reviewed design
input, FSAR requirements, references, and results/ conclusions. The
calculation results showed that considering the i 10% tolerance in the
surveillance test procedure, the resulting radiation exposure to control
room operators following a design basis accident was within the limits
specified in 10 CFR 20, and Item III.D.3.4 of NUREG 0737, Control Room
Habitability Requirements. Based on the calculation results, the
licensee retracted the 50.72 Report on April 19, 1996.

The inspectors reviewed the current revisions of Surveillance Procedure
SP-186, AHFL-4 \/B (Control Room) In-Place Filter Testing, and
Compliance Pror.edure CP-148, Ventilation Filter Test Program. The
inspectors r.oted that the acceptance criteria specified in the
procedures did not consider instrument tolerances. The licensee is
reviewing these procedures and will adjust the test acceptance criteria
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to account for the tolerances of instruments used in the surveillance
tests.

The inspectors reviewed the results of the surveillance tests performed
on the CREVS performed in March, 1996. The test results showed the
measured flow rates for AHFL-4A (42700 CFM) was 98.2% and for AHFL-4B
was 96.6% (42020 CFM) of the specified flow rate of 43,500 CFM. The
licensee indicated that the accuracy of the instruments used in the test
was t 5 percent. Therefore adjusting the above results to reflect thei

instrument errors would result in flow rates of 93.2% for AHFL-4A and
91.6% for AHFL-48. These results meet the test acceptance criteria of i
10 percent of the specified flow rate, i

l
The inspectors also reviewed the results of surveillance test SP-186 |

performed on AHFL-4A & 4B in February, 1991, September, 1992, and July,
1994. Review of the test results disclosed that, with the exception of
the initial test performed on AHFL-4A on July 2,1994, all tests met the |test acceptu;ee criteria. For the July 2, 1994 test on AHFL-4A, the I

measured flow rate was 37,540 CFM, which is 86.3% of the specified flow !

rate of 43,500 CFM, which is less than the minimum acceptable value of
39,150 CFM (90% of 43,500 CFM). This problem was documented in the
shift supervisor's log and in the test results. An investigation
revealed that a damper was mispositioned. Some loose connections were |

,

tightened, the damper was correctly positioned, and AHFL-4A was
retested. The retest met the test acceptance criteria. However
discussions with licensee personnel and review of the PR log disclosed
that a PR had not been initiated to identify, document, and process the ;

test failure. Florida Power Corporation procedure CP-111 requires a PR
to be initiated to document test failures. The inspectors identified
the failure of licensee personnel to initiate a PR to document the test
failure on AHFL-4A as URI 50-302/96-03-10, Failure to initiate problem
report to resolve CREVS test failure. This issue remains unresolved
pending NRC review to determine if it is an additional example of an
apparent violation discussed at the predecisional enforcement conference
on March 27, 1996.

c. Conclusions

As shown by testing, the licensee's corrective actions were adequate to
restore CREVS to within its design basis.

E8.2 Reactor Buildina Tendon Surveillance

a. Insoection Scope (37550)

The inspectors reviewed a licensee reactor building tendon surveillance.

b. Observation and Findinas

In a letter dated October 23, 1995, the licensee committed to perform a
visual inspection of all accessible interior and exterior surfaces of

,

j the reactor containment building. This inspection included examination
I

i

:
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of the tendon end covers (grease cans) to determine if grease was
leaking from the covers. Discussions with licensee engineers disclosed
that a few tendons were identified during their inspection which had a
slight amount of grease leakage from the grease cans. The inspectors
walked down the exterior of the ' reactor building to examine selected
tendon grease cans. Areas inspected included the tendon gallery, and
tendons visible from inside the auxiliary and intermediate buildings.
The inspectors identified a few horizontal tendon grease cans which had
a slight amount of grease leakage. The inspectors considered the
quantity of grease leakage observed to be normal. The grease leakage
will not affect the integrity of the post-tensioning system. The
results of the inspectors' observations were consistent with those of
licensee engineers. The grease leakage will be documented on work
requests which will be deferred until the tendon surveillance inspection
scheduled for the next refueling outage,

c. Conclusions

The licensee adequately performed a visual inspection of the reactor
building tendons.

E8.3 MAR 95-01-07-03. Install Valve to Isolate MUT-1 From Hydroaen System:
and VIO 50-302/95-14-02. Failure to Maintain Seoaration oer 10 CFR 50.
Anoendix R For the Two Trains of the Make-uo and Purification System

a. Insoection Scone (37550)

The inspectors reviewed the MAR package, including the 10 CFR 50.59
screening, observed the installed modification, reviewed the related
FSAR description, and reviewed the related corrective actions for the 10
CFR 50 Appendix R concern addressed in VIO 50-302/95-14-02.

b. Observations and Findinas

During this refueling outage, the licensee installed a manual isolation
valve in the turbine building to enable isolation of the hydrogen to the
auxiliary building, including hydrogen to the MU system, in the event of
a fire in the auxiliary building. A previous Appendix R concern with
the hydrogen to the MU system had been that, in the event of a fire, the
solenoid could fail open to the air operated hydrogen regulator for
hydrogen to the MUT. This could cause hydrogen to be supplied
continuously to the MUT. While a LOCA concurrent with a fire was not
required to be' postulated, a reactor trip and excessive RCS cooldown
concurrent with a fire was required to be considered and could have
potentially resulted in hydrogen intrusion into the operating MVP.

To resolve the Appendix R concern, the licensee had changed the normal
position of.the manual upstream isolation valve for the MUT hydrogen
regulator from open to closed. The licensee had also revised the MU
system operating procedure to require that a dedicated operator stay by
the hydrogen regulator bypass valve or upstream isolation valve while it
was open for adding hydrogen to the MUT. The inspectors reviewed

.. _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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procedures OP-414, Nitrogen and Hydrogen Systems, and OP-402, Make-up'

and Purification System, and verified that the changes had been made.
The inspectors concluded that these procedural changes would effectively
prevent hydrogen from being supplied continuously to the MUT by a
hydrogen regulator failure, due to a fire, concurrent with a reactor
trip or a LOCA. The licensee also planned to lower the setpoint on the

: hydrogen regulator to the MUT to 13 psig as an additional backup
safeguard to prevent gas binding of the running MVP in the event of a
fire concurrent with a reactor trip, but that had not yet been
completed.

The inspectors noted that the newly installed hydrogen isolation valve
was installed in the turbine building in an accessible area. Also, the.

inspectors noted no discrepancies in the related FSAR system.

description.

! c. Conclusions

; The inspectors concluded that for the MAR 95-01-07-03 package, 10 CFR
50.59 screening, procedure changes to be made as part of the MAR, and
corrective actions for the Appendix R concern were adequate. VIO 50-
302/95-14-02 is closed.

IV. Plant Support

'
R1 Radiological Protection and Chemistry (RP&C) Controls

,
R1.1 Radioloaical Controls

:

a. Insoection Scone (83750)

External and internal exposure controls were reviewed to evaluate the
adequacy of licensee RP controls for internal and external radiation
hazards and to verify individual radiation doses did not exceed the dose
limits described in Subpart C of 10 CFR Part 20. Selected elements of
the licensee's personnel exposure control program were reviewed during
the inspection through direct observations, review of records and
discussions with licensee personnel.

The inspector reviewed RWP's and ALARA prejob briefings during the
inspection to determine if adequate RP instructions and controls were
being provided to the radiation workers.

b. Observations and Findinas

ISI activities during 10R required the UT examination of the reactor
vessel and the CSA. The licensee had removed the CSA out of the vessel
and placed it in the deep end of the refueling cavity were it remained
submerged for the examinations. The licensee utilized URSULAs for the
reactor vessel examinations. On March 21, 1996, the licensee was
preparing to move the CSA back into the reactor vessel. However, prior
to the move two pieces of debris had to be removed from the reactor

_
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vessel and another from the CSA. The inspector reviewed the applicable
RWPs and observed the prejob briefings for the debris removal and the
CSA replacement tasks. The inspector observed the work activities in
the Containment Building.

Licensee procedure HPP-106A, Radiation Work Permit (RWP) Procedure,
Revision 3, dated March 12, 1994, stated the RWP was the document used
by HP personnel to specify and record the RP measures and special
instructions required to perform work safely in a radiological
environment.

RWP 960042, Foreign Object Search and Retrieval /URSULA Testing in Spent
Fuel Pool, Revision 1, dated January 31, 1996, required workers to
contact the appropriate HP office prior to each entry to determine the
need for a HP prejob briefing.

A prejob briefing dated March 21, 1996, was written for the removal of
debris from the vessel and the CSA. One of the protective equipment
requirements documented in the prejob briefing for the debris removal
job was the use of a face shield to protect the face from contamination
during the removal of equipment from the refueling pool.

To remove the debris from the reactor vessel the licensee planned to !
lower a gripping device connected to a hand held pole from the refueling {bridge. The pole was a series of threaded rods that was assembled and j

unassembled one segment at a time upon insertion or removal from the j
pool. To retrieve the attached debris a segment the pole was to be j

withdrawn from the pool, wiped down and disconnected. Since the poles I

would be contaminated and it was necessary to raise the poles several
feet above the workers head during assembly and disassembly, face
shields were required to protect the workers face from the contaminated
water and poles. The face shields utilized by the workers were clear
plastic shields mounted to a head harness and could be raised away from
the face to the top of the workers head. When the workers began
removing the pole from the pool one of the workers had her face shield i

'down covering the face while the other two workers kept their face
shields above their heads. The inspector left the viewing position and
reported the discrepancy to a HPT on the refueling deck who reported he i

would contact the HPT covering the job. When the inspector returned to
the previous viewing position, approximately one minute later, all of
the workers had their face shields down covering their face while
removing the equipment from the pool. From that point on the workers
kept the face shields down while inserting and removing equipment from
the pool. The licensee had a HPT covering the retrieval work that was
making radiation and contamination surveys throughout the process.

The HPT covering the job failed to require the radiation workers lower
their face shield over the face during the removal of the equipment from
the refueling pool. The inspector stated that failure to wear the face
shields down to protect the face from radioactive contamination was a i
violation.
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Crystal River TS 5.6.1.1, Procedures, requires written procedures be
established, implemented and maintained covering the activities
recommended in Appendix A, of RG 1.33, Quality Assurance Program
Requirements (Operational), Revision 2 dated February 1978. RG 1.33,
Appendix A, 1978, required written procedures for contamination control.

Licensee procedure HPP-106A, Radiation Work Permit (RWP) Procedure,
Revision 3, dated March 12, 1994 states the RWP is the document used by
Health Physics personnel to specify and record the radiation protection
measures and special instructions required to perform work safely in a
radiological environment. RWP 960042, Foreign Object Search and
Retrieval /URSULA Testing in Spent Fuel Pool, Revision 1, dated
January 31, 1996, required workers to contact the appropriate HP office
prior to each entry to determine the need for a HP prejob briefing.

HP Prejob Briefing Pre-Exposure Indoctrination, dated March 21, 1996,
was written for the removal of debris from the Reactor Vessel and the
Core Support Assembly and required the use of a Face Shield as one of
the personnel protective measures for the task. However, on March 21,
1996, two radiation workers failed to wear face shields, as required by
the RWP HP Prejob Briefing Pre-Exposure Indoctrination, while removing
contaminated equipment from the licensee's refueling cavity. This
violation is identified as VIO 50-302/96-03-11, Failure to wear face
shields as required by the radiation work permit.

The inspector also observed the movement of the CSA from the refueling
pool to the reactor vessel. The licensee's planning for the task was
very good and well organized. The refueling floor was cleared of all
personnel not involved in the movement and secured until the CSA was
properly seated. During the move the CSA was raised just enough to
permit it's removal from the deep end of the refueling pool to minimize
radiation levels in the work area. The CSA was moved carefully to its
position in the reactor vessel as planned with no problems. The
licensee completed the move with approximately 161 mrem of collective
dose. The move demonstrated the staffs ability to develop a good work
plan with RP and ALARA considerations, work well as a team and complete
the job safely. The RP and ALARA efforts observed with the move were
excellent.

c. Conclusions

The RP program was adequately managed and interni.1 and external exposure
control programs were effectively implemented with all radiation
exposures within 10 CFR Part 20 limits. One violation was identified
concerning a failure to comply with radiation work permit requirements.

RI.2 Maintainina Occupational Exposures ALARA

a. Insoection Scope (83750)

This program area was reviewed to determine the status and effectiveness
of ALARA program initiatives in reducing collective dose for the site.

.
.

.
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Areas reviewed included annual and outage collective dose goals, ALARA
initiatives and source term reductions.

b. Observations and Findinas

Dose Goals

A' summary of recent collective dose and goals for the site is shown
below.

Collective Personnel Exposures (Person-Rem)

Annual Dose Outage Dose

Actual Goal Title Actual Goal Days

1993 62 90 Mid 44 90 54

1994 227 325 9R 197 285 58

1995 8 50 None

1996 166 285 10R 163* 268 36+

The 1996 dose information was measured with electronic dosimeters and*

was current through 03/18/96.

The licensee had allotted 4.5 rem for emergent work in the 10R dose'
goal. The licensee had not planned sludge lancing prior to the start of
the outage. However, the licensee had-accumulated approximately 13
person-rem sludge lancing the OTSGs alone. Other emerging work
included, in part, an internal vent valve removal and replacement, -

increased tube end repair work on OTSGs and increased ISI activities. '

The' licensee tracked re-work on a special RWP. The collective dose on
March 19, 1996 for the re-work RWP was approximately 2.1 rem. During
the inspection, the licensee was approximately two weeks behind in the
outage schedule. The additional dose from these activities challenged
the licensee's 10R collective dose goal.

]
The licensee's 1995 collective dose was one of the lowest in the
country. As the table shows the licensee did not have a planned outage !
in 1995. j

ALARA Initiatives

The licensee provided air conditioning to the Containment Building I
during the outage. The licensee had cooled the Containment Building in
1994 during the 9R. The licensee had found that air conditioning had
generally increased worker efficiency and safety and had resulted in
fewer PCEs from leaching protective clothing. 1

A good ALARA tool utilized by the licensee was the " Outage Book." The
document described specific outage tasks and was used to provide !
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information and guidance to plant workers associated with the various
tasks.

The licensee continued to expand the use of audio, video and
teledosimetry equipment for radiological monitoring responsibilities.
The inspector observed good use of the equipment throughout the
inspection.

The development of a brief video addressing ALARA fundamentals for
prejob briefings was a very good briefing tool.

Other ALARA initiatives included construction of permanent access
platform for access to the removed reactor head and use of a
contractors's shielded head platform for reactor head work.

Radiation Source Reductions

A properly performed rapid boration shutdown chemistry procedure can
cause a reduction in the radiation levels radiation workers are exposed
to during outage activities. The inspector reviewed licensee document
CH94-041, Results of the Crystal River Unit 3 9R Rapid Boration Program,
dated June 27, 1994, which had been prepared by the Nuclear Chemistry
and Radiation Protection Department. The report summarized the
planning, implementation and results of the first rapid boration process
at Crystal River in 1994. The action plan for the rapid boration of RCS
established the conditions necessary to solubilize several species of
radionuclides for their eventual removal from the RCS by the licensee's
demineralizers in the make-up and purification system. In 9R the
licensee estimated the removal of 384 curies of Co'8 and 0.26 pounds of
nickel and 0.13 pounds of iron. The report stated the clean-up had
reduced radiation exposures by about 63 person-rem in the 9R.

The inspector inquired about the licensee's efforts to perform a rapid
boration for 10R and learned the licensee had not planned to perform the
procedure in the outage. The inspector learned that outage planning
efforts to reduce the outage length resulted in the removal of the
procedure for 10R. The time for filtration / cleanup in the rapid
boration procedure was to be shortened in 10R and licensee personnel did
not want to induce a crud burst if an adequate period of filtration was
not available for the crud removal. Therefore, no rapid boration was
planned for 10R.

However, the licensee shut down the reactor on February 16, 1996, due to
TS issues. The licensee decided to begin the 10R at that time, which
was approximately two weeks earlier than scheduled. Conditions at
shutdown resulted in some crud burst and the licensee was able to get
more time for filtration than the planners had originally made available
on the outage schedule. This was possible due to some delays in the
schedule resulting from the early start of 10R.

The inspector discussed the rapid boration issue at the NRC exit meeting
on March 22, 1996, with licensee management. The inspector noted that
the licensee's report of the rapid boration process in 9R stated the

-
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procedure had reduced collective dose by approximately 60 person-rem, I
which would be equivalent to approximately 25-33 percent of collective
dose goal for the on-going 10R. The inspector stated such a dose
savings was significant and the process warranted serious consideration
as an ALARA initiative in the outage planning process. The inspector
stated that there was a role for the Chemistry Department in the outage
planning process.

c. Conclusions

Based on direct observation, discussion and review of records the
inspector concluded the licensee was utilizing some ALARA techniques and i

'making prosress in reducing collective doses as defined in 10 CFR
20.1101 (b). However, the sum of the incentives discussed in this
report did not equal the potential dose savings resulting from a well

.

performed rapid boration. Controlled removal of radioactive material "

from the reactor coolant system prior to R9 proved to significantly '

reduce the radiation exposure to site outage workers. Strong management
commitment for the ALARA program was not evident with the licensee's
plans to remove certain chemical source term reduction procedures,
engineering controls, from the R10 outage schedule.

R2 Status of RP&C Facilities and Equipment

R2.1 Tours of Licensee RCAs (83750)

During tours of the licensee facilities; the inspector verified
radiological postings were appropriate for the radiological hazard,
radiation monitoring equipment was operational and used appropriately,
high radiation areas were properly controlled and independent radiation
surveys agreed with licensee surveys. The inspector observed good use
of process and engineering controls to limit exposures to airborne
radioactivity. No discrepancies were identified during those tours.

R2.2 Control of Radioactive Materials and Contamination. Surveys and

Monitorina

a. Inspection Scope (83750)

This area was reviewed to evaluate the licensee's control of radioactive
and contaminated material.

b. Observations and Findinas

Housekeeping in the Auxiliary Building was generally good. However, the
Containment Building was cluttered and untidy. The Containment Building
floors and walls were covered with cracked and peeling paint which was
generally unsightly. No uncontrolled containers of radioactive
material or contamination were identified during tours of the licensee's
facilities.
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The licensee reported the following minimum and maximum contaminated ,,

; floor space respectively. The contaminated area in the licensee's ;

decontamination plan excluded the Containment Building. i

:

Plant Contaminated Areas (fta)

Year Total Area Areas Contaminated

j Minimum Maximum

1994 83,458 2,148 12,260-

-1995 83,458 1,235 2,148

1996 83,458 1,255 2,148*

| The quantity of contaminated area was low and had remained fairly :
; constant in 1995 and 1996. !

; 1

i The licensee documented PCEs at a threshold of 100 cpm above background, )
when measured with a thin window GM detector. The licensee reported the '

i following PCE information.
.

Personnel Contamination Events

Year Actual Goal Skin

1994 218 119

1995 25 135

1996 172 <220 135

; c. Conclusions

No specific concerns with PCEs were identified during the inspection.'

The licensee reported the contamination levels outside the S/G appeared'

: to be higher in 10R than those seen in previous outages. The radiation
: protection staff anticipated higher contamination levels on the walls of

the refueling cavity pools following drain down due to contamination
removed from the CSA during it's inspection and movement.'

R2.3 Status of RP&C Facilities and Eauioment (84750),

I The inspector discussed with cognizant licensee representatives a
potential generic NRC concern regarding the testing of nuclear-grade
activated carbon used for radiciodine filtration in the CREVS. The
concern was whether such testing was being performed in accordance with

; applicable TS requirements. The inspector also reviewed Revision 1 of
j the licensee's report regarding OCR No. AH-96-FL 2A-2D which was

generated following an inspection in February 1996 in which questions
were posed to the licensee about carbon testing. The inspector's

" conclusion was that the licensee's testing program (performed by a
.

. - - . r ..-,. m ..,.
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vendor), while not applying a pre- and post-loading sweep medium of 25'C,

as specified in the TS-referenced testing standards, nevertheless met
the basic specification in TS 5.6.2.12.c for tests of the CREVS charcoal
adsorber to be conducted at a temperature of 80*C and 70
percent relative humidity. This issue is considered closed.

R4 Staff Knowledge and Performance in RP&C.

i R4.1 Individual Radiation Exposures (83750)

The licensee reported the following maximum doses (Rems) for individuals
in calendar years 1994, 1995, and 1996 to date:

,

Maximum Individual Radiation Doses

Year TEDE Skin Extremity Lens-Eye

1994 1.929 2.608 2.608 1.933 |

1995 0.177 0.264 0.264 0.181
,

1996 1.558 1.634 1.634 1.558

Limits

Part 20 5.000 50.000 50.000 15.000

Adm. 4.000 40.000 40.000 12.000

1996 data through March 19, 1996.

The licensee reported no individual received an internal dose assignment
in 1994 or 1995. The highest internal doses assigned for 1996, at the
time of the inspection, were 0.022 rem CDE and 0.029 rem CEDE. All
external and internal exposures were well within the regulatory limits.
No concerns with the individual radiation exposures were identified.

R4.2 Transport of Radioactively Contaminated Individual Offsite (92904)

On April 12,1996 at 3:55 p.m. an FPC employee, while attempting to
descend a fixed ladder from the 160 foot elevation located in the B D-
ring inside the reactor building, lost her footing and fell
approximately 19 feet. The employee was taken out of the reactor
building on a stretcher and transported to a local hospital. At the
hospital, the employee's radioactively contaminated protective clothing
was removed and the employee was found to not be contaminated. The
licensee's health physics personnel reported back to the plant that the
individual was not contaminated, failing to mention the contaminated
clothing that was removed. Based on this information, the SR0
determined the event was not reportable.

At the hospital, no detectable activity (smearable or fixed) was found
on the ambulance, contents of treatment kits, or on the EMTs. All other
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potentially contaminated equipment or facilities were examined and no
activity was found. The removed protective clothing was found to have
approximately 1,000 DPM fixed contamination.

10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)(v) requires the reporting as soon as practical, and
in all cases within four hours of the occurrence, any event requiring
the transport of a radioactively contaminated person to an offsite
medical facility for treatment. Contrary to the above, on April 17,
1996 when a contaminated individual was transported offsite to a local
hospital, no 10 CFR 50.72 report was made to the NRC. This is a
identified as violation VIO 50-302/96-03-12, Failure to report the
transport of a radioactively contaminated individual offsite.

R6 RP&C Organization and Administration

R6.1 Occupation Radiation Exoosure Control Proaram Chanaes (83750)

a. Inspection Scope (83750)

Changes in tne RP program, since the last inspection, were reviewed to
assess their impact on the effective implementation of the RP program.
The inspection focused on changes in organization, personnel,
facilities, equipment, programs, and procedures. The previous RP
inspection was conducted in February 1995.

b. Observations and Findinas

There were some organizational changes concerning the site HP |
organization. The RPM and NCM previously reported to the Manager i
Nuclear Chemistry and Radiation Protection who reported to the plant
manager (Director Nuclear Plant Operations.) In the fall of 1995 the
licensee eliminated the Manager Nuclear Chemistry and Radiation |

Protection position and the RPM and NCM reported directly to the plant i
manager. In January, 1996, the licensee assigned the RPM and the NCM to
the Assistant Plant Director - Maintenance and Radiation Protection and
the Assistant Plant Director - Nuclear Plant Operations and Chemistry
respectively. The changes were made to reduce the number of managers
reporting directly to the plant manager. The ALARA Specialist position
was vacated in September 1995 and the licensee had not planned to refill
the position. The HPT staff remained stable in 1995 and 1996. The
ALARA responsibilities from that position were divided among several
specialist within in the HP group. No concerns with any of the
organizational changes were identified.

The RP organization also received new industrial safety responsibilities
for total risk assessments in plant work areas. While the assignment
increased work load on the HP department the RPM reported the assignment
was appropriate and in many cases the most efficient process in
evaluating total risk for the plant workers. The inspector did not
identify any concerns with the increased responsibilities in the HP
department.
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On September 18, 1995, the licensee raised the beta and gamma
contamination limits requiring the posting and control of an area as a

2contaminated area from 300 dpm/100cm to 1,000 dpm/100cm'. The RPM
reported the primary reason for making the change was to reduce the
collective dose the decontamination personnel were receiving'
decontaminating low levels of contamination in radiation areas. The new
contamination limit matches limits widely used throughout the industry.
the change did not significantly affect the quantity of area considered
contaminated within the facility,

c. Conclusions

The inspector did not identify any concerns with any of the reviewed
changes.

R7 Quality Assurance in RP&C Activities

R7.1 Review of UFSAR Commitments

A recent discovery of a licensee operating their facility in a manner
contrary to the UFSAR description highlighted the need for a special
focused review that compares plant practices, procedures and/or
parameters to the UFSAR descriptions. While performing the inspections
discussed in this report, the inspectors reviewed the applicable
portions of the UFSAR that related to the areas inspected. The
inspectors verified that the UFSAR wording was consistent with the
observed plant practices, procedures and/or parameters. There is
minimum information in the licensee's UFSAR concerning the Crystal River
RP program. No discrepancies with the actual RP program were identified {
during the review. ;

1

P2 Status of EP Facilities, Equipment, and Resources

a. Insoection Scope (82701)

Inspection of this area on April 9-10, 1996, was limited to follow-up
'

evaluation of issues associated with the TSC EVS. On February 13, 1996,
the EVS was verbally characterized by the Director, Nuclear Plant
Operations as inoperable for radiological events in that the system was !

not operating within its design basis requirements. This condition had i

existed since at least July 1994, and was the subject of an N0D in NRC
Inspection Report No. 50-302/95-16. Further assessment in the previous 4

'

inspection period (see NRC Inspection Report No. 50-302/96-01,
Paragraph 5.4.2) disclosed that the licensee had decided to formulate I

and complete modifications to restore the TSC EVS to a state of full
operability prior to Unit 3 restart from the current refueling outage,

i

!

I
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'

b. Observations and Findinas

The inspector discussed and examined the TSC EVS modifications with the
cognizant System Engineer. As planned, the licensee developed and
implemented modifications intended to restore the EVS to a state of
operability consistent with the requirements specified in the " Enhanced
Design Basis Document [EDBD] for the Technical Support Center Air
Handling System". The modifications to the system, which were more |
extensive than originally envisioned, appeared to have been ;

appropriately designed had fabricated. Instrumentation for measuring
flow rates was being permanently installed at several locations in the |
ventilation system ducts (n April 10. '

The inspector reviewed the results of vendor air-flow testing of the TSC
EVS conducted on April 3,1996, which demonstrated that air flows could
be properly balanced in accordance with the EDBD. The testing also
indicated that flow-rate results were now repeatable to within a much
smaller margin than was the case before the system was modified (e.g.,
less than a five percent variance in outside air intake to the filter
unit over numerous trials). The inspector was informed during the exit
interview that a Management Review Panel was expected to convene on
April 15 to review the corrective actions taken with respect to the
subject issues.

On April 16 (subsequent to the onsite phase of the inspection), the
licensee provided documentation to the inspector regarding the
conclusions of the MRP. The MRP, which met on April 15, determined that
the TSC EVS was provisionally operable, pending the completion and
approval of (1) applicable dose and humidity / equipment / cooling-load
calculations, (2) laboratory tests of carbon samples to ensure iodine
removal efficiency, (3) EVS surveillance requirements, and (4) the
close-out of the Commercial Grade Work Request. Documentation
pertaining to all of these matters was provided to the inspector on
April 23, and was reviewed in the Region II office. Questions generated
by that review were discussed telephonically with cognizant licensee
representatives on April 26, 1996.

c. Conclusion

Based upon onsite inspection and documental review, the inspector
determined that all technical concerns had been resolved by the
licensee. The issue of TSC EVS operability during adverse radiological
conditions is considered closed.

S1 Conduct of Security and Safeguards Activities

S1.1 Escort Duties (71750)

At approximately 9:30 a.m. on March 29, 1996 the resident inspector was
reviewing the TSC air handling system modifications in the TSC and
observed a licensee escort for four air conditioning contractor
personnel leave three of the contractor personnel unescorted while
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accompanying the fourth person out to a truck. The resident and a
licensee employee observed this action and maintained surveillance of
the remaining contractor personnel. Upon the escorts return to the TSC,4

i the resident questioned the escort as to why she left the other three
contractor personnel unescorted. The escort stated that she did not
know what to do when one person requested to leave the area. The
resident explained to the escort that her duty was to not let any of the
four contractor personnel out of her sight and to keep all visitors
under surveillance at all times. The licensee employee with the
resident notified licensee management of the event. The licensee wrote
a PR documenting the event. The licensee discussed the escort'

responsibilities with the contractor individuals involved and the escort
person was relieved of escort duties and remediated on the duties of an
escort.

,

3 The CR3 Physical Security Plan, paragraph 5.5.1, requires that all
personnel not issued a yellow or green identification badge be handled
as visitors and be escorted at all times while within the protected or

: vital areas. The failure of the licensee's escort personnel to maintain
: visitor personnel under surveillance at all times is a violation of the
1 Physical Security Plan and will be identified as VIO 50-302/96-03-13,

Unescorted visitor personnel within the protected area.
'

S4 Security and Safeguards Staff Knowledge and Performance

S4.1 Wearina of Security Badoes (71750) )
| On March 20, 1996 the licensee's POD had a security reminder that read

as follows:i

1

All personnel are required to wear their Security Badge on the i
'outside of the outer garment, normally on the front chest portion

at ALL TIMES per the Security Plan, page 33, Step 5.4.4 unless ;

otherwise dictated by H.P. Procedures.
1

The resident questioned the licensee regarding the noted statement since
this statement would indicate that a security measure could be overruled'

: by a H.P. procedure. Licensee security personnel stated that their
Security Plan allowed this condition. The resident and a visiting NRC
Region II Physical Security Specialist met with the licensee and
discussed the Security Plan wording. The CR 3 Security Plan, paragraph
5.4.4, Utilization, reads as follows:

Personnel are required to display their badges at all times on the
outside of their outer garments, normally on the front chest
portion, except where prohibited by health physics procedures.
When entering a Radiation Controlled Area, the badge may be
carried in a sealed pocket of protective clothing.

The wording in the POD differed slightly from the wording in the
. Security Plan. This indicates that the person writing the security

insert for the P0D had interpreted the Security Plan wording to permit-

.

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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H.P. procedures to overrule security requirements. Also, the second
sentence-in paragraph 5.4.4 could be interpreted to allow personnel in
the RCA who are dressed in protective clothing to carry their
identification badges in the protective clothing without being
displayed. The resident informed the licensee that the NRC interpreted
the statements in paragraph 5.4.4 of the Security Plan to mean the
following:

If the display of badges on the outside of the outer garments is-

prohibited by H.P. procedures for entry into a given area,'then
entry can only be accomplished under security controls (i.e.
security personnel control the entry to collect or issue badges).

- .The carrying of a badge in a sealed pocket of protective clothing
would require the use of clear plastic whirl packs so the badge
could still be observed.

The actual practice of the display of security badges at CR 3 is in
agreement with the interpretation of the Security Plan made by the
resident. The licensee agreed that a clarification to the-Security Plan
is warranted and stated that a future Security Plan change would include
clarifying wording. The clarification of the Security Plan for badge
display will be tracked as IFI 50-302/96-03-14, Clarification of the
Security Plan.

V.Manaaement Meetinos

X1 Exit Meeting Summary

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on April 22, 1996,
with those persons indicated in paragraph 1. The inspectors described
the areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection results
listed below. Proprietary information is not contained in this report.
The licensee questioned whether the violation concerning the failure to
report the transport of a injured contaminated individual offsite should
not be a non-cited violation.

X3 Management Meeting Summary

On April 16, 1996 a management meeting was held in the Region II offices
in Atlanta, GA. The purpose of this meeting was to discuss the status
of the licensee's Corrective Actions Program (CAP). The details of the
issues discussed during this meeting was documented in a meeting summary
that was issued by the NRC.

PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee

K. Baker, Manager, Nuclear Configuration Management
P. Beard, Senior Vice President Nuclear Operations
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G. Boldt, Vice President Nuclear Production
J. Campbell, Manager, Nuclear Security
J. Campbell, Assistant Plant Director, Maintenance and Radiation

Protection
W. Conklin, Jr., Director, Nuclear Operations Materials and Controls
R. Davis, Assistant Plant Director, Operations and Chemistry
D. DeMontfort, Superintendent, Nuclear Operations
P. Dixon, Supervisor, Nuclear Plant Technical Support
R. Enfinger, Manager, Safety Assessment Team
R. Fuller, Manager, Nuclear Chemistry
B. Gutherman, Manager, Nuclear Licensing
G. Halnon, Manager, Nuclear Licensing
B. Hickle, Director, Nuclear Plant Operations
L. Kelley, Director, Nuclear Operations Site Support
H. Koon, Manager, Nuclear Outages
K. Lancaster, Manager, Nuclear Projects
J. Maseda, Manager, Nuclear Engineering Design
P. McKee, Director, Quality Programs
R. McLaughlin, Nuclear Regulatory Specialist |
B. Moore, Manager, Nuclear Integrated Scheduling |
A. Petrowsky, Civil-Structural Section Supervisor j
W. Rossfeld, Manager, Site Nuclear Services )
P. Rubio, Engineer, Electrical Design

'

J. Stephenson, Manager, Radiological Emergency Planning
F. Sullivan, Manager, Nuclear Plant Technical Services
P. Tanguay, Director, Nuclear Engineering and Projects
S. Ulm, Supervisor, Electrical Design
K. Vogel, Supervisor, Nuclear Operations Support
A. Washburn, Supervisor, Nuclear Plant Technical Support
R. Widell, Director, Nuclear Operations Training
D. Wilder, Manager, Radiation Protection

.N_!LC

During the period from March 11, 1996 through March 15, 1996, Mr. J. Blake,
Senior Project Manager, Region II, Mr. B. Crowley, Reactor Inspector, Region
II, Mr. P. Rush, Engineer from NRR, and Mr. C. Dodd, Contract Engineer, Oak
Ridge National Laboratories, were onsite to inspect the licensee's steam
generator ISI program. The results of this inspection are included in this
report.

During the period from March 11, 1996 through March 15, 1996, Mr. G. Hopper,
.

'

Reactor Engineer, Region II, Mr. R. Baldwin, Reactor Engineer, Region II, and
Mr. C. Paine, Reactor Engineer, Region II, were onsite for preparation for the
upcoming license examination. No report will be issued for this visit.

During the period from March 18 through March 22, 1996, and April 1 through
April 5, 1996, Mr. L. Mellen, Project Engineer, Region II, was on site to
review the licensee's setpoint calculation program, the categorization of
setpoints in the TS, and electrical system modifications. The results of this
inspection are included in this report.

L_ ---- - - - - _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _
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During the period from March 18 through March 22, 1996, and April 3 through
April 5,1996, Ms. L. Stratton, Physical Security Specialist, Region II was on
site to review the licensee's physical security controls. The results of this
inspection have been included in IR 50-302/96-02.

During the period from March 18 through March 22, 1996, Mr. F. Wright, Senior |

Radiation Specialist, Region II, was on site to inspect the licensee's
radiation control program. The results of this inspection are included in
this report.

During the period from April 1 through April 4, and April 9 through 12, 1996,
Mr. R. Schin, Reactor Inspector, Region II, was on site to review the
licensee's modifications on the MU system. The results of this inspection are
included in this report.

During the period from April 2, 1996 through April 4, 1996, Mr. P. Kellogg,
Senior Project Manager, Region II, was on site to inspect the licensee's
procedures and training improvements. The results of this inspection are
included in this report.

During the period from April 2 through April 4, and April 9 through 12, 1996,
Mr. M. Thomas, Reactor Inspector, Region II, was on site to inspect the
licensee's control of operating curves. The results of this inspection are
included in this report.

During the period from April 8 through April 12, 1996, Mr. M. Miller, Reactor
Inspector, Region II, was on site to inspect the licensee's refueling outage
electrical system modifications. The results of this inspection are included
in this report.

During the period from April 8 through April 12, 1996, Mr. J. Lenahan, Reactor
Inspector, Region II, was on site to inspect the design engineering
activities. The results of this inspection are included in this report.

During the period from April 9 through April 12, 1996, Mr. L. Raghavan,
Project Manager, NRR, was on site to inspect the licensee's program for 10 CFR
50.59 evaluations. The results of this inspection are included in this
report.

During the period of April 9 and April 10, 1996, Mr. J. Kreh, Reactor
Inspector, Region II, was on site to inspect the licensee's control room
emergency ventilation charcoal filter testing program and the corrective
actions for the TSC ventilation system. The results of this inspection are
included in this report.

INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

IP 37550: Engineering
IP 37551: Onsite Engineering
IP 40500: Effectiveness of Licensee Controls in Identifying, Resolving, and

Preventing Problems
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'IP 60705: Preparation for Refueling
IP 61726: Surveillance Observations i
IP 62703: Maintenance Observations '

IP 71707: Plant Operations
IP 71750: Plant Support Activities
IP 73753: Inservice Inspection
IP 82701: Operational Status of the Emergency Preparedness Program
IP 83750: Occupational Exposure
IP 84750: Radioactive Waste Treatment, and Effluent and Environmental

|Monitoring 1

IP 92700: Onsite Followup of Written Reports of Nonroutine Events at Power
Reactor Facilities

IP 92701: _ Followup |
IP 92702: Followup on Corrective Actions For Violations And Deviations
IP 92901: Followup.- Operations
IP 92902: Followup - Engineering

|IP 92903: Followup - Maintenance
,

IP 92904: Followup - Plant Support !
IP 93702: Prompt Onsite Response to Events at Operating Power Reactors 1

ITEMS OPENED, CLOSED, AND DISCUSSED
,

Opened

ly.pjt Item Number Status Description and Refereardt

NCV 50-302/96-03-01 Closed Refueling Senior Reactor Operator
inattentive to duty. (paragraph
04.1)

NCV 50-302/96-03-02 Closed Failure to follow procedure
resulting in the inadvertent
actuation of pump DCP-1A. (paragraph
04.2)

URI 50-302/96-03-03- Open Local approval-of eddy current
acceptance criteria different than
that provided by plant TS 5.6.2.10.
(paragraph M3.1)

URI 50-302/96-03-04 Open Measuring of percent through wall
indications with an unqualified
procedure. (paragraph M3.1)

URI 50-302/96-03-05 Open Eddy current sample expansion based
on degraded tube percentages.
(paragraph M3.1)
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!
URI 50-302/96-03-06 Open Instrument tubing supports removed

without work instructions and not
reinstalled. (paragraph M4.2) !

!

URI 50-302/96-03-07 Open Three examples of design control
errors. (paragraph El.1)

URI 50-302/96-03-08 Open Incorrectly specified degraded
voltage for the battery chargers.
(paragraph El.1)

!
URI 50-302/96-03-09 Open Operating curves not promptly

,

updated to reflect 1981 power |
uprate. (paragraph E2.4) i

i

URI 50-302/96-03-10 Open Failure to initiate a problem report !
to document and disposition the

: failure of a surveillance test.
i(paragraph E8.1) j

VIO 50-302/96-03-11 Open Failure to follow radiation work
i

,

! permit requirements. (paragraph ;

RI.1)
'

|

| VIO 50-302/96-03-12 Open Failure to report the transport of a
i radioactively contaminated
| individual offsite. (paragraph R4.2)
i

VIO 50-302/96-03-13 Open Unescorted visitor personnel within !
the protected area. (paragraph S1.1) !

1
'

IFI 50-302/96-03-14 Open C arification of Security Plan
requirements for badge display.

| (paragraph S4.1)

IFI 50-302/96-03-15 Open Evaluate the licensee's revised TS !

Bases and related 10 CFR 50.59,

| analysis. (paragraph El.1)

IFI 50-302/96-03-16 Open Review of MAR 96-02-09-01, HPI Flow
| Indicators, installation package and

functional testing results.
i

| (paragraph El.1)

' Closed

J_yp_q Item Number Status Description and Reference

IFI 50-302/94-27-01 Closed Foreign material exclusion control
,

; program upgrade. (paragraph M8.1)
t '

f
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VIO 50-302/94-11-01 Closed Failure to follow ISI procedural
requirements. (paragraph M8.2)

VIO 50-302/95-14-02 Closed failure to maintain separation per
10 CFR 50 Appendix R for the two
trains of the make-up and
purification system. (paragraph
E8.3)

Discussed

Tvoe Item Number Status Description and Reference

EEI 50-302/95-22-02 Open Two examples of unauthorized
tests / experiments during which the
plant was operated in a
nonconservative manner outside the
acceptable operating region without
a safety evaluation. (paragraph
05.1)

LIST OF ACRONYMS USED

A - Amperes
ac - Alternating Current ;

ADI - Absolute Drift Indications '

AI - Administrative Instruction
ALARA - As Low as Reasonably Achievable
APC - Alternate Plugging Criteria
ASME - American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ATWS - Anticipated Transient Without Scram
B&PV - Boiler and Pressure Vessel
B&W - Babcock & Wilcox
BAST - Boric Acid Storage Tank
BSP - Building Spray Pump
BVT - Below Voltage Threshold
BWST - Borated Water Storage Tank
CAL - Confirmatory Action Letter
CAP - Corrective Action Program
CDE - Committed Dose Equivalent
CEDE - Committed Effective Dose Equivalent
CFM - Cubic Feet Per Minute
CFR - Code of Federal Regulations
CP - Compliance Procedure
CRD - Control Rod Drive
CRDM - Control Rod Drive Mechanism
CREVS - Control Room Emergency Ventilation System
CR3 - Crystal River Unit 3
CSA - Core Support Assembly
dc - Direct Current
DC - Decay Heat Closed Cycle Cooling System
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DCP - DC Pump
DHP - Decay Heat Pump
DNP0 - Director, Nuclear Plant Operations
ECCS - Emergency Core Cooling System (s)
EDBD - Enhanced Design Basis Document
EEI - Escalation Enforcement Item
EFIC - Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control
EFW - Emergency Feedwater
EN - Enforcement Notification
E0P - Emergency Operating Procedure
EP - Emergency Preparedness
ES - Engineered Safeguards
ESF - Engineered Safeguards Feature
ESAS - Engineered Safety Actuation System
ET - Eddy Current Test !

EVS - Emergency Ventilation System |

F - Fahrenheit
FCN - Field Change Notice
FME - Foreign Material Exclusion
FP - Refueling Procedure
FPC - Florida Power Corporation
FSAR - Final Safety Analysis Report {
GL - Generic Letter I
HP - Health Physics |
HPES - Human Performance Evaluation System
HPI - High Pressure Injection

;

HPP - Health Physics Procedure '

HPT - Health Physics Technician
I&C - Instrumentation and Control
IGA - Intergranular Attack
IOC - Interoffice Correspondence
IR - Inspection Report ;

ISI - Inservice Inspection
IST - Inservice Test
LER - Licensee Event Report,

LOCA - Loss of Coolant Accident
MAR - Modification Approval Record
MCC - Motor Control Center
MRP - Management Review Panel

'

MRPC - Motorized Rotating Pancake Coil
MSV - Main Steam Valve
MT - Magnetic Particle Testing
MU - Make Up
MVP - Make-up Pump
MUT - Make-up Tank
MUV - Make-up Valve
NCV - Non-cited Violation
NDE - Nondestructive Examination
NEP - Nuclear Engineering Procedure
N0D - Nuclear Operations Department
NOV - Notice of Violation
NQI - Non-Quantifiable Indication
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NRC - Nuclear Regulatory Commission l
NRR - Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation l

. NSSS - Nuclear Steam System Supplier i
| NUREG - NRC technical report designation '

| OCR - Operability Concerns Resolution
| 0I - Operating Instructions
! OP - Operating Procedure

OTSG - Once Through Steam Generator I
PCE - Personnel Contamination Event

| PM - Preventive Maintenance
| P0D - Plan of the Day
| PR - Problem Report

PRC - Plant Review Committee
PSI - Preservice Inspection
PT - Liquid Penetrant
QC - Quality Control

,

| QAP - Quality Assurance Procedure
| R - Refueling Outage
i

RB - Reactor Building
RC - Reactor Coolant,

| RCA - Radiation Control Area
RCBT - Reactor Coolant Bleed Tank
RCP - Reactor Coolant Pump
RCS - Reactor Coolant System
REA - Request for Engineering Assistance
REM - Roentgen Equivalent Man
RF0 - Refueling Outage I

RG - Regulatory Guide
RP&C - Radiological Protection and Chemistry i

RPC - Rotating Pancake Coil
RT - Radiographic Inspection
RW - Nuclear Services and Decay Heat Seawater |
RWP - Nuclear Services and Decay Heat Seawater Pump
RWP - Radiation Work Permit |

SER - Safety Evaluation Report
,

SLUR - Second Level Undervoltage Relay
SP - Surveillance Procedure
SR0 - Senior Reactor Operator
TBD - Technical Basis Document
TS - Technical Specification
TSC - Technical Support Center
TSCR - Technical Specification Change Request
TW - Through Wall
UFSAR - Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
URI - Unresolved Item
URSULA - Underwater Reactor NDE Scanner

| USQ- - Unreviewed Safety Question
UT - Ultrasonic Test
V - Volts

| VIO - Violation
Vpp - Volts point-to-point
WR - Work Request

|

|
t
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